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1.0 Introduction
This closing submission outlines the Government of the Northwest Territories’ (GNWT) concerns
and recommendations regarding the proposed De Beers Canada Mining Incorporated (De Beers)
Snap Lake Mine Water Licence Renewal Application MV2019L2-0004. These recommendations
are provided for the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board’s (MVLWB) consideration. This
submission takes into consideration all of the documents provided up to January 29, 2020
including the Water Licence Application; information provided through Information Requests;
Undertakings and discussions at the July 16-18, 2019 Technical Session; the September 19, 2019
Technical Workshop; and the November 26-27, 2019 Public Hearing; and, associated
Undertakings. As well, the GNWT met with De Beers on December 10, 2019 and January 14, 2020
to further discuss the recommendations submitted as part of the GNWT’s Intervention.
Note, the GNWT has carried forward the majority of recommendations and arguments from our
Technical Intervention. However, where required, based on the additional information available
following the submission of GNWT’s Technical Intervention, modified recommendations have
been included for clarity and accuracy purposes. The GNWT appreciates the opportunity to
express its concerns and provide recommendations and suggestions to the MVLWB on this
licence application.
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2.0 Water Licence Renewal Application
The Water Licence Application submitted to the MVLWB by De Beers included several plans and
designs. The GNWT maintains its position provided in our Intervention that a water licence must
be granted before a plan can be approved under that same licence.
In addition to the above, De Beers has put forward several changes to its initial application during
the license proceeding. These changes were discussed in the GNWT’s Intervention. These
changes have substantially altered the plan for final closure and reclamation which have caused
several initially proposed designs or plans to now be inconsistent with the most recent changes.
The GNWT notes further changes were proposed by De Beers at the November 26-27, 2019
Public Hearing which are further discussed in Section 5.5 of these Closing Arguments.
Upon submission of the revised Final Closure and Reclamation plan (FCRP) in accordance with
Part I, Condition 2 of the Draft Water Licence, the GNWT reiterates, as in Section 2.0 of our
Intervention, that the MVLWB should ensure sufficient time is available for the review of
supporting documents submitted with the application.
3.0 Final Closure and Reclamation Plan
In the Draft Water Licence provided for review by the MVLWB, Part I, Condition 1 states:
“The Licensee shall comply with the final Closure and Reclamation Plan, once approved. The plan
shall be in accordance with the MVLWB/AANDC Guidelines for the Closure and Reclamation of
Advanced Mineral Exploration and Mine Sites in the Northwest Territories.”
The GNWT believes this condition will achieve the intent of the recommendations in our
Intervention to ensure sufficient information, as prescribed by the guidelines, is included in the
FCRP in order for it to be effective. GNWT’s recommendations for the FCRP included several
outstanding items, response frameworks and, most specifically, closure criteria that will assess
whether the closure objective has been met (GNWT’s Intervention, Section 3.0 and 3.1.1).
As drafted, the Water Licence includes different triggers requiring the submission of various
plans or reports. To be in accordance with Part I, Condition 1, the GNWT notes there may be
information required in the FCRP that may also be included in plans or reports that have a
different submission timeline in the Water Licence than the FCRP. Information requirements in
the FCRP have been a concern amongst stakeholders during this Water Licence proceeding to
date. At the Public Hearing, the GNWT noted that 90 days to review closure plans to assess how
relevant and necessary closure activities are to achieving the closure goal and the closure
objective is too short (Public Hearing, Day 2, Page 61). An example would be the review period
necessary for closure criteria for the North Pile. During the Public Hearing, in a preamble to a
question posed to the GNWT, a consultant for De Beers stated:
“The FCRP does include two (2) objectives specific to the North Pile, NP 1 and NP 2. Closure
criteria associated with these objectives have been established and included in the FCRP as Table
5.2. Specific to closure objective NP 1, there are eight (8) criteria included for measuring success
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of physical stability. Specific aspects of the cover that will be measured to determine success of
closure are further identified in the closure cover design criteria as listed in the North Pile closure
cover detailed design report, section 3.6, Table 1, which was submitted as part of the water
licence application.”
Following this statement, the GNWT was asked if they acknowledge that closure criteria for the
North Pile have been included in the FCRP. In response, the GNWT noted comments were
provided on the criteria in the review of the Water Licence Application and that the GNWT were
not fully supportive of the criteria proposed (Public Hearing Transcript V2, Day 2, Page 83-86).
More specifically, GNWT comment #187 raised concern about closure criteria associated with
closure objective NP1. The nature of the concern was that the criteria for physical stability are
general and refer to design approval, as-built reports, inspections, monitoring, and maintenance
instead of specific metrics that can assess whether the closure activity has met the closure
objective. In response to this comment, De Beers stated criteria can be updated to reflect the
North Pile design criteria outlined in Appendix H1, H2 and H3 of the North Pile Closure Design.
The GNWT notes NP1 closure criteria were unchanged in the updated version of Table 5.2 of the
FCRP in the supplemental responses provided by De Beers (2019).
For closure objective NP2, the FCRP proposes physical stability criteria as “Acceptable results, as
identified in NP1, of visual monitoring for deformation and degradation for a minimum of three
years Post-Closure as part of site geotechnical inspections completed and signed off by a
professional engineer.” GNWT comment #180 noted that previous feedback regarding how
criteria are being used by the Engineer of Record to assess physical stability should be outlined in
the FCRP for transparency purposes (MVLWB, 2018). Section 3.1.1 of GNWT’s intervention noted
that De Beers intends to submit a response framework that will define “acceptable results of
visual monitoring” with the final closure design for the North Pile.
The GNWT recognizes the large amount of information that is required for a closure and
reclamation plan to be considered final and commends De Beers for making progress towards a
final plan. GNWT looks forward to reviewing the revised version of the FCRP in accordance with
Part I, Condition 1 post-issuance of the Water Licence.
3.1 Toxicity Testing Design Plan
In response to GNWT’s Intervention, De Beers stated that a Toxicity Testing Design Plan for the
Water Management Pond (WMP) is not required as it is required in the Surveillance Network
Program (SNP) and that toxicity testing will be conducted at the final point of discharge prior to
discharge. GNWT notes in the Draft Water Licence, each point of discharge includes acute and
chronic toxicity testing (SNP stations 02-17b, c and d) and Part F, Condition 22 includes the
requirement that the licensee ensure that discharge to Snap Lake not be acutely toxic to aquatic
life. The GNWT therefore agrees with De Beers that toxicity testing for the WMP is covered in the
SNP.
3.2 Closure Criteria Link
At a meeting between GNWT and De Beers that occurred on December 10, 2019, it was agreed by
both parties that the recommendation to include the link to closure objectives and closure criteria
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could be achieved by including the table of closure objectives and closure criteria as an annex in
documents associated with the closure and reclamation of the mine (e.g. plans and reports). The
GNWT therefore considers the recommendation made in the intervention satisfied.
3.3 Site-Wide Physical Stability Criteria
In response to the GNWT’s intervention, De Beers expressed their preference to keep physical
stability monitoring for the site separated by site component in the respective monitoring plans
instead of a Post-Closure site-wide physical stability monitoring plan. The GNWT is agreeable to
this approach and considers this recommendation satisfied.
4.0 Effluent Discharge Locations
At the Public Hearing, the GNWT requested that De Beers clarify the time period during which
they are requesting the flexibility to discharge from any of the three locations (WMP, East Influent
Storage Pond (ISP) or West ISP). In response, De Beers explained that discharge will occur
seasonally (for approximately four weeks) per year, for a number of years and that the likelihood
of discharging from all three at the same time is very low (Public Hearing, Day 1, Page 134-136).
At a December 10, 2019 meeting between GNWT and De Beers, the effects of multiple discharge
locations was further discussed. It was clarified that EQC development was conducted using the
same volume of effluent regardless of the number of discharge points.
In addition, the GNWT considers Part F, Condition 23, requiring the submission of water quality
data from the SNP stations at each discharge point prior to commencing or resuming effluent
discharge and Schedule 1, requiring the Annual Report to include monthly and annual quantities
of all discharges by discharge location, appropriate to monitor each discharge location.
Through this additional clarification and the temporary nature of discharging effluent during the
early years of Closure, the recommendations made in Section 4 of GNWT’s Intervention are
considered satisfied.
5.0 Effluent Quality Criteria and Water Quality Model(s)
5.1 Mixing Zone Configuration
In GNWT’s Intervention, GNWT referred to the Guidelines for Effluent Mixing Zones which
prescribe the information the proponent must submit (Section 6) and criteria to follow to the
extent practicable (Section 3) (MVLWB/GNWT, 2017) when allocating a regulated mixing zone.
The Guidelines note that while the exact dimensions of a regulated mixing zone will be
determined on a case-by case basis, and the size may depend on the characteristics of the
receiving waters and the effluent associated with the undertaking. The Guidelines also state that
the Board will require the information described in Section 6 of the guidelines, as well as
evidence that the criteria listed in Section 3, have been addressed to the extent practicable.
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GNWT acknowledges that De Beers’ proposal of 200 m mixing zones for effluent discharged from
the ISPs represents a total of approximately 0.6% of the volume of Snap Lake. However, their
request still does not align with other criteria listed in Section 3 of the Guidelines
(MVLWB/GNWT, 2017). The Guidelines state that mixing zones should be as small as reasonably
possible (maximum radius of 100 m or 25 % of the width of the lake, whichever is smaller), and
not be used as a surrogate for reasonable or practical water treatment (MVLWB/GNWT, 2017).
GNWT reiterates from our Intervention that based on unduly conservative assumptions used to
derive the EQC and the associated mixing zone size, the GNWT lacks confidence that a 200 m
mixing zone Post-Closure is necessary. These over-predictions are discussed further in Section
5.5. As such, the GNWT maintains the recommendations noted in Section 5.1 of our Intervention
that the MVLWB not approve the proposed mixing zone at this time and the exact mixing zone
dimensions for each effluent discharge location be determined and included in the SNP after
plume delineation studies have been completed. On an interim basis the MVLWB should consider
100 m mixing zones until the delineation is completed.
Additionally, in response to Undertaking #6, the GNWT suggested triggers for when these plume
delineation studies should be completed. In Review Comments on the Draft Water Licence, the
GNWT recommended that these triggers be used to update Part F, Conditions 25, and 26 in the
Water Licence.
5.2 North Pile Runoff Model Input
In the GNWT’s Intervention, the GNWT recommended three updates to the Site Water Quality
Model (Golder, 2019c) inputs for North Pile Runoff. It is the GNWT’s opinion that the evidence it
has provided to date is still relevant, valid and appropriate. In addition, the first part of the
recommendation regarding thermal monitoring is similarly discussed in Section 7.1. The GNWT
maintains its recommendations with regard to the thermal monitoring assessments, and the use
of the most representative data available (ie. perimeter sumps) for the North Pile runoff model
input.
In order to further evaluate the environmental risk due to Potentially Acid Generating (PAG)
materials within the North Pile, it would be valuable to place bounds on the potential impacts of
those materials on water quality in Snap Lake. Given the uncertainty regarding the quantity and
location of potentially acid generating (PAG) waste rock on site (discussed in Section 7.2), the
GNWT recommends a sensitivity analysis be completed to evaluate the potential future loading
contribution from PAG materials to Snap Lake. This should be completed as part of the evaluation
of the Acid Rock Drainage and Geochemical Characterization and Management Plan.
Amended recommendation:
The GNWT recommends that the Site Water Quality Model be updated to include the
following to inform predicted water quality conditions in Snap Lake Post-Closure:
 Thermal monitoring assessments, including the depth of thaw and the time needed
for the North Pile to freeze and thaw, to better support the assumption that there
will be a substantially reduced contribution from processed kimberlite to loading
during May and June with placement of the cover.
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A sensitivity analysis should be completed as part of the evaluation of the Acid Rock
Drainage and Geochemical Characterization and Management Plan.
o The sensitivity model should consider two time frames:
1) A near term analysis that accounts for loadings associated with localized
acidic conditions discharged to the existing high concentrations of
contaminants in Snap Lake, with predictions compared to AEMP
benchmarks, and;
2) a longer term scenario that accounts for delayed onset of localized acidic
conditions within the pile at a time when (or if) AEMP benchmarks are
lower due to the lake having been flushed.
A North Pile runoff model input based on the most representative data available,
with the least amount of dilution (i.e. perimeter sumps), with rationale and
sensitivity analyses to support the selection.
5.3 Toxicity Modifying Factors

At the Public Hearing, De Beers questioned GNWT on recommendations made in our Intervention
related to the use of toxicity modifying factors (TMF). Based on these questions, it was identified
that clarification of these recommendations was required.
In Version 2 of the EQC Report, De Beers proposed to discharge untreated water directly from the
Water Management Pond during Closure (Golder, 2019b). As a result, predicted hardness
concentrations in Snap Lake used to calculate AEMP benchmarks, increased from the predicted
hardness concentrations in Snap Lake in Version 1 of the EQC Report (Golder, 2019a). This
therefore caused the AEMP benchmarks for some hardness dependent parameters to increase
from Version 1 to Version 2 of the EQC Report. The GNWT is concerned that by discharging
untreated effluent from the Water Management Pond during Closure, De Beers has proposed to
use anthropogenically increased hardness to allow for higher hardness-dependent AEMP
benchmarks. To be clear, the GNWT does not support this approach.
The intent behind GNWT’s recommendation is to ensure that AEMP benchmarks do not increase
throughout Closure, as a result of increased hardness in Snap Lake due to untreated discharge
from the WMP. In order to better reflect this, the GNWT has amended this recommendation.
Amended Recommendation:
GNWT recommends that AEMP benchmarks be calculated using the hardness in Snap Lake
at the start of Closure, or the measured hardness of Snap Lake over time, whichever is
lower.
5.4 Selecting Parameters of Potential Concern
The overall intent of the recommendations made in GNWT’s Intervention regarding the screening
of parameters of potential concern (POPCs) is to ensure that De Beers uses an appropriate level of
conservatism as the site enters the Closure phase. GNWT maintains the position that a greater
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level of conservatism should be used during Closure and Post-Closure than during operations as
the mine is transitioning into a state of reduced monitoring frequency.
It is also important that each recommendation be considered within the overall context of
GNWT’s position. The implementation of key recommendations may have implications on the
outcome of others. For example, updating model predictions as recommended and screening
against 75% of the AEMP benchmark could possibly screen in additional parameters. As such, the
GNWT maintains the recommendation on this topic albeit amended below.
In response to GNWT’s Intervention, De Beers provided additional rationale for the screening
procedure to identify POPCs which is further discussed below.
In terms of excluding parameters without toxicity-based guidelines, De Beers responded that
screening for chemical signatures of the Mine effluent during Operations was not considered
because this list of parameters is expected to be different during Closure and Post-Closure period
due to the change in the source of discharge water. GNWT does not support this as sufficient
rationale for excluding parameters without a toxicity-based guideline as the water at site
currently is a result of operations and was historically removed from the underground. As such,
the GNWT maintains the recommendation on this topic.
Further, at a meeting between De Beers and GNWT on December 10, 2019, De Beers agreed to an
EQC for Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH) during active closure with the option of removal or
reduced sampling frequency in Post-Closure when there are no longer any potential sources of
hydrocarbons on site, and based on monitoring results. GNWT recommended values for this EQC
in their comments on the Draft Water Licence.
Amended Recommendation:
The GNWT recommends that De Beers use the 75% AEMP benchmark for screening
potential parameters of concern.
5.5 Effluent Quality Criteria
The GNWT’s Intervention outlined concerns with the site water quality modelling and proposed
EQC but noted that there had not been sufficient time to complete further analysis with data
provided by De Beers. Since then, additional data was provided by De Beers for sumps 1 through
5 for 2019 (Undertaking #1). GNWT retained the technical support of Zajdlik & Associates Inc. to
complete an assessment of the conservatism of De Beers’ Site Water Quality Model (Golder,
2019c), and achievability of the proposed EQC. The full technical memorandum containing the
details of this analysis has been included as Attachment A. As well, a summary of discussions
between Zajdlik & Associates Inc., and Golder Associates (on behalf of De Beers) regarding water
quality predictions is included as Attachment B.
Based on the assessment and discussions (Attachments A and B), the GNWT maintains its
overarching concerns with the modelling conducted to date. Again, it is noted that the site water
quality input terms used to predict water quality discharged into Snap Lake consisted of data
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collected between 2012 and 2017 (Golder 2019c). The GNWT notes this was a period of active
deposition of PK slurry to the North Pile and therefore does not represent Closure and PostClosure conditions. During discussions between Zajdlik & Associates Inc., and Golder Associates,
there was agreement that water quality model predictions for Closure and Post-Closure would
better represent measured data if more recent data were used as input terms. As well, the
conservative approach of using constant parameter concentrations for the Mine affected inflows
over the entire period that the flows were active does not consider natural attenuation. A
summary of the implications based on these concerns are outlined below.
To evaluate the accuracy of the Site Water Quality Model (Golder, 2019c), the analysis conducted
by Zadjlik & Associates Inc. compared predicted to measured data in 2019 at different locations at
site. The results show the nitrate predictions vary in each location, but overall over-predict in all
locations. In the WMP, the median over-prediction is 100.01% which means that the model is
predicting nitrate concentrations that are twice as large as measured concentrations, 50% of the
time. The median over-prediction for perimeter sump 3 is more than 400% with a minimum
over-prediction of 100% and a maximum over-prediction of more than 1,300%. The median overprediction for perimeter sump 5 is more than 10% with a minimum under-prediction of more
than 35% and a maximum over-prediction of more than 150%. It is important to note that the
extent to which the current model will over-predict measured concentrations during the Closure
period will increase over time as nitrate continues to attenuate.
To evaluate the achievability of proposed EQC, the recently measured concentrations were
compared to the EQC that have been proposed during the water licensing process. The results
suggest attenuation is already occurring. Median nitrate concentrations have been decreasing in
sump 1 since 2012, sumps 2, 4, and 5 since 2014, and sump 3 since 2015. Only one SNP 02-02
sample collected in 2019 exceeded the existing Water Licence maximum average concentration
EQC, but the GNWT notes the hold time had been exceeded for this sample. In the WMP, the
median nitrate concentration has stabilized below 25 mg/L (proposed for the Post-Closure phase
in Version 1 of the EQC Report).
The regression models conducted by Zajdlik & Associates Inc. show that median nitrate
concentrations are already below the current Water Licence maximum average concentration
EQC for nitrate (12 mg/L), or are projected to be within 2 sampling seasons. In no instances do
the regression models suggest that a maximum average concentration EQC of 60 mg/L is
necessary. The nitrate concentrations in sump 1 have reached an asymptote of around 4 mg/L.
This suggests nitrate concentrations in water leaching from the North Pile will likely approach 4
mg/L over time. In the meantime, during the Closure period prior to completing construction of
the ISPs, effluent from each sump (1 through 5) will continue to report to the WMP. Effluent from
sumps 4 and 5 that have exhibited higher concentrations of nitrate will therefore continue to be
mixed with effluent from sumps 1, 2 and 3 that have exhibited much lower concentrations of
nitrate.
Overall, the period of marked decline in nitrate concentrations seems to be 4-6 years (starting in
2017). This means the data shows that a minor amount of treatment would likely only be
required for an additional 2-3 years if existing nitrate EQC were maintained in the new water
licence. Furthermore, as identified by De Beers, water treatment would only occur for a 4-6 week
period at a significantly reduced volume compared to operations.
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At the Public Hearing, De Beers stated that active treatment is not a viable option going forward
and instead suggested other mitigation options in the event EQC are not met. This statement was
a change from that which was previously proposed. Version 2 of the EQC Report states “Some of
the water in the WMP will be pumped to the underground workings and some of the water will
either be pumped to Snap Lake if WMP concentrations meet EQC or pumped to the modular
water treatment plant (WTP) and reverse osmosis (RO) unit for treatment and then discharged to
Snap Lake.” Further, the summary notes from the Effluent Quality Criteria Technical Workshop
indicate that GNWT asked De Beers if the WTP would still be available for treatment if EQC
cannot be met. De Beers responded “Yes, it would remain a contingency for the first little while,
until decommissioned, and could be operated if necessary.”
The GNWT is of the opinion that water treatment should remain an option during the Closure
period if EQC are not met, as was understood and agreed upon throughout the Water Licence
proceeding up until the Public Hearing.
The GNWT maintains the recommendation in the Intervention that existing parameters and
associated values of EQC in the current licence be retained for the Closure and Post-Closure
licence.
The GNWT maintains its recommendations with regard to Effluent Quality Criteria as described
in Section 5.5 of GNWT’s Intervention. These recommendations align with De Beers’ initial Water
Licence Renewal Application (Version 1 of the EQC Report), the overall goal of closure to return
the site to pre-development conditions to the extent practical, and is consistent with the policy to
minimize the deposition of waste (MVLWB/GNWT, 2017). This is also in alignment with
commitments made during the original Environmental Assessment (EA) process: “De Beers is
committed to reducing residual environmental effects at the site upon Closure” and, “To reduce or
eliminate environmental affects once the mine ceases operations” (EA01-004, Mackenzie Valley
Environmental Impact Review Board (MVEIRB), 2003).
The GNWT would like to clarify that the fourth recommendation in Section 5.5 of the
Intervention. This was intended to recommend monthly sampling of sump 3, sump 5, and the
WMP during the open water season
Amended Recommendation:
The GNWT recommends that there be a condition in the Water Licence requiring
representative water quality samples from sumps 3 and 5, and the WMP monthly during
the open water season (as part of the SNP) to assess changes in water quality over the
Closure period. The condition should include updated modelling based on this data to
inform selection of POPCs and derivation of EQCs for Post-Closure.
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6.0 Surface Water and Biological Monitoring
6.1 Surveillance Network Program
6.1.1 Elimination of SNP Stations
When asked at the Public Hearing how they will manage effluent in the event effluent does not
meet EQC (Day 1, Page 72-73), De Beers responded that first, they would identify the area where
higher concentration waters (i.e. poor water quality) is occurring and segregate it. GNWT notes in
order to have the ability to identify the source of poor water quality runoff, monitoring must be
occurring to effectively mitigate the issue in a timely manner.
In response to Undertaking #4, De Beers provided further information, including historical water
quality data to justify the request to remove stations from the SNP program. The GNWT has
reviewed the information provided by De Beers, and would like to amend its recommendations
regarding the elimination of certain SNP stations. The GNWT recommends that key SNP stations
distributed around site, remain active during closure to continue monitoring the water quality of
uncontrolled runoff during remediation work on site. Further details on which stations the GNWT
has recommended remain active during Closure can be found within our review comment
submission on the Draft Water Licence.
Amended Recommendation:
The GNWT recommends that the following SNP stations remain active during Closure: SNP
02-03, 02-04.2, 02-05, 02-06, and 02-11.
6.1.2 Uncontrolled Runoff Monitoring Stations
As discussed in the GNWT’s Intervention, the process by which De Beers will monitor for surface
runoff and assign monitoring stations for uncontrolled runoff remains unclear. The GNWT
remains concerned that sediment release events could occur from uncontrolled runoff if stations
are not established prior to site regrading. The GNWT therefore maintains the recommendation
presented in GNWT’s Intervention on this topic.
In their response to the GNWT’s Intervention, De Beers noted that a Sediment and Erosion
Control Plan will be developed for any activities related to the North Pile within 50m of Snap
Lake. This will include turbidity and TSS monitoring at the select SNP locations and monitoring
during regrading of the site and closure activities. The GNWT notes that Part F, Condition 10 of
the Draft Water Licence requires an Erosion and Sedimentation Management Plan be submitted
to the MVLWB for approval within 90 days of the effective date of the Licence. This satisfies the
recommendation in GNWT’s Intervention for Sediment and Erosion Control Plans. The GNWT
notes that Schedule 4, Condition 4, b, ii notes that the plan should include linkages to other
monitoring programs required in this Licence. This allows for the determination of any additional
SNP stations required to monitor uncontrolled runoff as part of erosion and sedimentation
management.
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At the Public Hearing, the GNWT was asked to clarify whether the monitoring stations related to
re-grading could be addressed through the monitoring of standard construction practices rather
than formal SNP stations (Day 2, p. 100-101). In response, the GNWT described that the purpose
of the recommendation to include Surveillance Network Program stations is in relation to
compliance points. There could be a construction plan that had sampling and monitoring
requirements that identified the frequency and location of where sampling could occur during
regrading when operating within 100 metres of Snap Lake. However, the final compliance point
for that monitoring, to ensure that Snap Lake is protected, would need to be reflected in the SNP
for compliance purposes.
Amended Recommendation:
GNWT recommends that the MVLWB require that SNP stations to monitor uncontrolled
runoff as part of an Erosion and Sedimentation Management Plan be determined prior to
the commencement of regrading at site within 100m of Snap Lake during the Closure
period.
6.1.3 Monitoring Frequencies
In response to GNWT’s Intervention, De Beers stated that for water discharged to the receiving
environment, sampling will be conducted every two weeks during the discharge period and at
least once leading up to the discharge period. However, at the Public Hearing it was explained
that as of 2018, effluent discharge has only occurred for roughly four weeks of the year total and
may be upwards of six weeks total (Public Hearing, Day 1, Page 40). In GNWT’s Intervention, the
nature of the concern regarding monitoring frequencies was to ensure sufficient samples are
collected to calculate the average concentration and ensure compliance with the maximum
average concentration EQC.
In the Draft Water Licence, the definition of maximum average concentration is “the
concentration of a parameter that cannot be exceeded by the running average of any four
consecutive analytical results.”
GNWT therefore has amended the first recommendation made in this section while the second
recommendation remains.
Amended Recommendation:
The GNWT recommends that the monitoring frequencies during discharge at SNP
compliance points be set at a frequency that will allow for the calculation of the maximum
average concentration during each open water season.
6.2 Aquatic Effects Monitoring Program
In response to GNWT’s Intervention, De Beers stated that when the Aquatic Effects Monitoring
Program (AEMP) Design Plan for Closure and Post-Closure is submitted for Board approval, they
will update the AEMP methods so that Key Question 1 (inputs to Snap Lake) includes a
characterization, in terms of chemistry and annual water volumes pumped to the underground.
GNWT Closing Argument for De Beers Snap Lake – MV2019L2-0004
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Reviewers will then have an opportunity to review the approach and provide comments to the
MVLWB prior to approval of the AEMP Design Plan for Closure and Post-Closure. In addition,
Schedule 5, Part 1 of the Draft Water Licence outlines requirements for the AEMP Annual Report
which includes an analysis that integrates the results of individual monitoring components
collected in a calendar year and describes the ecological significance of the results. GNWT thus
considers the first recommendation in Section 6.2 of GNWT’s Intervention to be resolved.
De Beers also stated in this response that SNP and AEMP water quality monitoring in Snap Lake
will continue until criteria outlined in the 2019 AEMP Design Plan for Closure and Post-Closure
have been met. GNWT looks forward to reviewing the design plan post-issuance of the Water
Licence. The GNWT would like to highlight for the MVLWB that it maintains the second
recommendation in Section 6.2 of the Intervention.
7.0 North Pile
7.1 Thermal Regime
At the Public Hearing, MVLWB staff questioned De Beers on how a successful thermal regime will
be evaluated without identified closure criteria and the items that will be reported in the
performance assessment reports to demonstrate successful performance of the North Pile. In
response, De Beers’ engineer of record noted that the assessment is based on engineering
judgment and the performance monitoring of how the North Pile is behaving. A consultant for De
Beers also responded that freezing of the pile is not required to attain thermal and physical
stability (Public Hearing, Day 1, Page 176-179). Based on this response, the GNWT notes De Beers
did not address the chemical stability of the North Pile. The GNWT refers the MVLWB to Section
7.1 of its intervention for an explanation of the concerns with respect to the chemical stability of
the North Pile based on a delayed release of nitrate. The GNWT notes closure criteria have not
been approved by the MVLWB to date. The GNWT advises De Beers to include chemical stability
criteria in the revised version of the FCRP in order to evaluate the thermal regime in the
performance assessment report.
As well, in response to GNWT’s intervention, De Beers explained that the Performance
Assessment Report for the North Pile will report the results of the monitoring and compare the
predicted thermal response and update predictions if required. The GNWT notes a document
from 2005 that contains the predicted thermal response is referenced in that response. Since
GNWT’s concerns relates to impacts due to climate change, the most up to date climate change
projections available should be used to understand how the active layer will change over time, in
addition to comparing results to the predicted thermal response from 2005.
Due to these remaining concerns, the GNWT considers the recommendation made in Section 7.1
of our Intervention unresolved. However, the GNWT believes this recommendation can be
satisfied through the review of the revised FCRP as required in Part I, Condition 2 of the Draft
Water Licence and is therefore not restating the recommendation in these Closing Arguments.
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7.2 Quantity and Placement of PAG Materials in the North Pile
The presence of PAG material in the North Pile has been a topic of concern for the GNWT
throughout these proceedings. GNWT retained the technical support of Brodie Consulting Ltd.
(BCL) to provide comments and recommendations regarding geochemical characterization and
management during Closure. The full technical memorandum has been included as Attachment C.
GNWT notes that depending on which document is referenced, the North Pile Closure Cover
Feasibility Design (Section 4.7.2.2, Golder, 2019d), Acid Rock Drainage Review (Section 4.0,
Golder 2019e), or the Acid/Alkaline Rock Drainage and Geochemical Characterization Plan (De
Beers, 2013), De Beers is relying on different mitigations and design criteria for environmental
protection from PAG rock. These include encapsulation in permafrost, reducing oxidation by
reducing oxygen influx, or buffering using processed kimberlite respectively.
As a consequence of premature closure, PAG material was placed in areas of the North Pile that
are closer to the surface than was designed for, and not covered by a “thick layer of fine grained
PK”. In addition, some of the areas that PAG waste rock may have been placed are now proposed
for use as construction materials for the closure cover, or may be dozed or excavated during
construction. These activities could result in increased exposure or distribution of PAG waste
rock.
In response to Information Request (IR) #10 of the Technical Session, De Beers provided the total
quantity of all material placed within the North Pile in Table 10-1. They also provided the
placement location of PAG material in the North Pile in Table 10-2.
GNWT notes the following discrepancies or uncertainties between the information provided in
the Tables in response to IR #10, and other documents:


In the Notes and Assumptions of Table 10-2, it is stated that "PAG based on overall
proportion acid generating using ABA data". It isn't clear whether this is an annual
proportion, or overall proportion from all metavolcanic samples. However, according to
Section 3.3 of the Geochemistry Review (Appendix K of the FCRP, Golder 2018a), 31% of
all metavolcanic samples had NP:AP ratios less than 2 (about double the 15% calculated
from Table 10-1). This would suggest that the quantities provided in Table 10-1 and Table
10-2 could then be under represented by a factor of 2.



During operations PAG and Non-Acid Generating metavolcanic waste rock was not
segregated and Annual Water Licence Reports did not necessarily distinguish between
total amounts of rock (e.g. 2008 report), whether the rock reported as PAG was tested and
characterized as PAG (e.g. 2010 report) or may even have been reported incorrectly (e.g.
2009 report). Regardless, it is difficult to reconcile the quantities reported in the Annual
Water Licence reports with the quantities reported in Table 10-2.



The carbonate neutralization potential (NP) is generally significantly lower than the Sobek
NP and it is uncertain how this would impact the effective NP in field conditions.
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Section 6 of the Acid/Alkaline Rock Drainage and Geochemical Characterization Plan (De
Beers, 2013) states that "for ease of operational implementation, a sulphide sulphur cutoff of 0.17% is the preferred operational criterion for geochemical classification". It is
unclear how or if the sulphide sulphur cut-off of 0.17% has been incorporated into the
classification of PAG in Tables 10-1 and 10-2 in the response to IR#10 or in Annual
Reports.



An area of 13, 224 m2 of metavolcanic waste rock on the surface of the Starter Cell south
embankment is identified as Area 6 in Figure 7 of the FCRP, Appendix K - Geochemistry
Review. Whereas Section 5.0 if the Geochemistry Review states that the south
embankment at Cell LF contains 0% PAG waste rock and none of the areas identified in
Table 10-1 and Table 10-2 in the IR#10 response include the Starter Cell south
embankment (Attachment C - BCL, 2020).

These uncertainties highlight an apparent overall lack of clear understanding of where PAG
material is on site, and form the basis for the GNWT’s concern during this proceeding.
The GNWT is concerned that if De Beers uses material from within the North Pile, without proper
geochemical characterization of the material to confirm it is non-PAG and non-metal leaching,
material may be used as cover that has the potential to create long-term acid rock drainage/metal
leaching issues which will influence seepage and runoff water quality. This is the basis for the
GNWT’s first recommendation which is being maintained in these Closing Arguments.
In order to further evaluate the environmental risk due to PAG materials within the North Pile, it
would be valuable to place bounds on the potential impacts of those materials on water quality in
Snap Lake. This has been previously discussed in further detail in Section 5.2.
GNWT notes that while our Intervention recommended that geochemical testing results be
provided to the MVLWB for approval prior to using material for remediation, the GNWT
considers Schedule 4, Condition 3, e that requires the licensee to provide rationale describing
how the sampling plan and sampled materials are representative of the materials used, to satisfy
this requirement.
7.3 Acid Rock Drainage and Geochemical Characterization and Management Plan
In response to GNWT’s Intervention, De Beers responded that they plan to test new material used
for cover construction at a frequency of eight samples per 100,000 tonnes of material used.
At the Public Hearing, De Beers stated that they would conduct “testing of any material to be
placed and used for construction that hasn’t already been tested.” (Public Hearing, Day 1, Page
113). This confirms that only new material will be tested, and not all material that is used in
construction.
De Beers also stated at the Public Hearing that “Any material that is found to be acid-generating
would not be used for cover placement or construction on the outer edges of the pile.” (Public
Hearing, Day 1, Page 114). GNWT notes that it is not clear how De Beers would verify the acid
generating potential of all material if sampling is only conducted on new material.
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The GNWT is also concerned about elevated concentrations of parameters that may result from
localized acidic conditions in the North Pile or other surface areas, even if the acidic drainage is
buffered but some parameters remain mobile. PAG waste rock exists closer to the surface of the
North Pile than was designed for, and may be exposed as a result of construction. The quantity
and location of this material appears uncertain, as discussed in Section 7.2 of these Closing
Arguments. GNWT notes that all practicable measures should be used to mitigate this potential
source of loading. The mitigation that De Beers has planned lacks details for identification,
sampling, and management of this material (Attachment C - BCL, 2020).
GNWT acknowledges that at the Public Hearing De Beers committed to continuing geochemical
testing, and that Part F, Condition 8 of the Draft Water Licence requires that an Acid Rock
Drainage and Geochemical Characterization and Management Plan be submitted for review and
approval. GNWT has amended this recommendation to include additional items to be included in
this plan.
GNWT remains concerned about the uncertainty related to the quantity and location of PAG
material. GNWT does not consider the second recommendation provided in its intervention to be
addressed and therefore maintains this recommendation for the MVLWB’s consideration.
Amended Recommendation:
GNWT recommends that in addition to the items listed in Schedule 4, Condition 3 of the
Draft Water Licence, the following items be included in the Acid Rock Drainage and
Geochemical Characterization and Management Plan:
 A comprehensive synthesis of the geochemistry of the site:
o Detailed discussion and interpretation of all available mineralogy, static test
results and kinetic test results for each rock type.
o Any calculations in support of the conclusion of an assessment of the
potential for acidic, neutral or alkaline drainage from the North Pile or other
areas.
o A review of water quality trends from seepage surveys, sump monitoring, and
SNP monitoring. Particularly for parameters that would be indicative of
sulphide oxidation.
o A discussion of lag time (delayed time to onset of acidic conditions in PAG
material). For example, Section 3.3 of the FCRP, Appendix K - Geochemistry
Review states that runoff from the metavolcanic rock at the bulk sample mine
rock pad monitored at SNP 02-05 remained non-acidic over the 14 year
monitoring period between 2003 to 2017. However, the expected lag time of
this material is not described in the information presented and therefore it is
unknown if this material was expected to develop net acidic conditions over
that timeframe.


An estimate of PAG material that conservatively resolves any discrepancies in the
quantities, or placement location, of PAG material in the North Pile.
 Details of the sampling method, testing and reporting which De Beers will use to
assure the planned management of PAG material is achieved. This must also be
applicable to dozing or excavation of materials already within embankments and
rib berms and not only new material used for construction. The North Pile Closure
15
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Cover Construction Quality Assurance Plan (Golder, 2018b) should be consistent
with the Geochemical Characterization and Management Plan.
The following items may be better suited to the Design and Construction Plans (Part E,
Condition 8 of the Draft Water Licence) or the North Pile Management Plan (Part F,
Condition 7 of the Draft Water Licence) and could be referenced in the Acid Rock Drainage
and Geochemical Characterization and Management Plan:


The basis for the 3 m from the ultimate closure surface design criteria for PAG
material placement (i.e. a discussion of what it is intended to achieve).



Material specifications for use in the cover over PAG waste rock (i.e. fines
content/moisture content to control saturation or thaw depth).



Identification of a designated location(s) for final placement of PAG materials. This
needs to consider sequencing so that if any PAG materials are encountered during
the latter stages of closure they too can be placed according to design.
7.4 Seepage Surveys

As discussed in Section 6.1.1 in these Closing Arguments, De Beers stated that they would first
identify the area where higher concentrations waters (i.e. poor water quality) is occurring and
segregate it (Public Hearing, Day 1, Page 72-73). The GNWT notes in order to have the ability to
identify the source of poor water quality, seepage monitoring must be occurring to effectively
mitigate the issue in a timely manner.
The GNWT acknowledges that De Beers plans to monitor water quality at each of the ISPs,
however given the amount of dilution that De Beers is expecting in the ISPs, the ability to identify
sources of poor water quality and to detect trends will be diminished.
GNWT notes that Schedule 1 Part 1, k(v) of the Draft Water Licence requires that a summary and
interpretation of results from seepage monitoring will be performed under the approved Acid
Rock Drainage and Geochemical Characterization Management Plan. There are also references to
seepage quality and quantity in Schedule 4, Part 1c,(ii)a, Part 2a(iii)c, Part 2b(i), Part 2c(i)a, Part
3c, however there is no condition in the Draft Water Licence that requires De Beers to conduct a
seepage survey. GNWT does not consider the recommendations provided in our Intervention to
be addressed and therefore maintains these recommendations for the MVLWB consideration.
8.0 Securities
The GNWT has submitted its final recommendations on financial security for the MVLWB’s
consideration as part of GNWT’s Undertaking #5 response, submitted January 24, 2020.
Throughout the regulatory process, the GNWT has considered De Beers’ opinions on topics such
as closure sequencing, interim care and maintenance, duplication of security, and phasing of
posing security. The GNWT’s position on these topics has been documented in our Intervention
and undertaking responses, and has not changed as part of these final arguments. However, to
provide the MVLWB further guidance, the GNWT has clarified some of these topics in greater
detail below.
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8.1 SNP and AEMP Monitoring
Section 6 of the GNWT's Intervention provided recommendations for SNP and AEMP stations and
frequency that is different than those proposed by De Beers. As such, the foundation of De Beers'
Financial Security Estimate for monitoring would also be different. It was recommended in
GNWT's Intervention that the security estimate be updated to reflect a final SNP and AEMP that
will be reviewed and approved by the MVLWB.
De Beers responded to GNWT's Intervention that "the security estimate is not expected to change
as a result of minor changes to the SNP or AEMP programs". While the GNWT understands De
Beers’ position, due to the uncertainty on the final decision on the SNP or AEMP plans and the
connection to financial security, the GNWT and its technical consultant have not quantified
GNWT's recommendations in terms of differences in frequency, duration, number of stations, and
associated costs and therefore cannot comment on the magnitude of expected cost differences.
The GNWT is still of the opinion that once the SNP and AEMP have been finalized that the security
estimate should be updated to reflect the final plans.
8.2 Phasing of Security
In the GNWT’s Intervention, the GNWT recommended that the financial security amounts to be
returned to De Beers be evaluated at the time of the request for a security adjustment and that
pre-determined phasing of security returns should not be approved. In De Beers’ Response to
Interventions and Comments, De Beers did agree that a pre-defined schedule of staged reduction
in security is not requested to be a licence condition, but did request language to be included in
the Water Licence that provided clear direction on the return of securities. The GNWT does not
fully support the request by De Beers as written in De Beers’ Response to Interventions and
Comments as it currently omits the public review and the MVLWB’s and the GNWT’s authorities
in the reviewing and approving ultimate relinquishment of the site. The GNWT is of the opinion
that the requirement of a Reclamation Completion Report and Performance Assessment Report
for each major mine component must be submitted to and approved both by the MVLWB and
Inspector prior to security adjustment requests.
Amended Recommendation:
The GNWT recommends that the security amounts to be returned to De Beers be evaluated
at the time of the request for a security adjustment. A Reclamation Completion Report and
Performance Assessment Report for each major mine component must be submitted to
and approved both by the Board and Inspector prior to security adjustment requests.
8.3 Environmental Agreement Security
The GNWT maintains its recommendation from our Intervention. The GNWT is committed to
reviewing De Beers’ financial security associated with the Water Licence once the Environmental
Agreement is officially amended and signed by all parties.
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8.4 Interim Care and Maintenance
As described in the GNWT’s Undertaking Response, between the 2018 Financial Security Estimate
and the 2019 Estimate, De Beers reduced the period of Interim Care and Maintenance (ICM)
included in the security estimate from two years to one.
In GNWT's Intervention, GNWT recommended that a two year ICM phase be maintained in the
security estimate based on the rationale that in the event a company abandons a mine, provisions
for ICM are intended to cover the period of time between GNWT assuming responsibility for the
site and the time when actual site closure could begin. The time required would be for:
 transfer of ownership of the site,
 finalizing the closure and reclamation plan and cost estimate,
 conducting procurement activities to retain reclamation contractors, and
 mobilizing to the site (which at Snap Lake must consider the logistics of ice road access
with summer season remediation).
Given the current status of the Snap Lake mine, GNWT is of the opinion that a minimum provision
of two years be included in the security estimate to allow for these steps to be executed.
De Beers’ response to GNWT's Intervention included the following:
“The ICM period was reduced to account for the additional closure planning that has
occurred to date, including: engagement with stakeholders, submission of a final closure
and reclamation plan, advancement of engineering design to final closure, advancement of
management plans to final closure, submission of a final closure water licence and land use
permit applications to the MVLWB, and participation in the MVLWB application review
process since April 1 2019. MVLWB decision on the application is scheduled for early 2020
and final decision from the GNWT Minister is anticipated mid June 2020.
The GNWT position that a 2 year ICM period does not appear to consider De Beers
advancements in closure planning or work to obtain a WL and LUP for final closure [sic]”
The GNWT maintains the position that the period of ICM included in the financial security
estimate be two years and not reduced to one year as proposed by De Beers. None of the rationale
provided by De Beers in their response reduces or removes the steps required by the GNWT to
remediate the mine in the event of insolvency.
8.5 Revised Security Estimate Amount
The GNWT maintains its recommendation for financial security for the De Beers Snap Lake Mine
that was presented in GNWT’s Undertaking Response #5. For Scenario 1, the estimate with the
wetlands, the GNWT recommends that De Beers split the land and water liability at $40,060,885
for the Land Use Permit and $43,092,049 for the Water Licence, where a total final security to be
held would be $83,152,933.
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For Scenario 2, the estimate with no wetlands, the GNWT recommends that De Beers split the
land and water liability at $42,155,802 for the Land Use Permit and $31,790,978 for the Water
Licence, where a total final security to be held would be $73,946,780.
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Table 1-1: Acronym Definitions
AEMP

aquatic effects monitoring program

BC MOE

British Columbia Ministry of Environment

CCME

Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment

COPC(s)

contaminant(s) of potential concern

EQC

effluent quality criteria

GNWT ENR

Government of the Northwest Territories Environment and Natural Resources

MAC

maximum average concentration

MVEIRB

Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Water Board

MVLWB

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

POPC

parameters of potential concern

RO

reverse osmosis

SNP

surveillance network program

SSWQO(s)

site specific water quality objective(s)

TPHs

total petroleum hydrocarbons

TSS

total suspended solids

WMP

water management pond

WTP

water treatment plant
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1 Introduction
Zajdlik & Associates Inc. was retained by the Government of the Northwest Territories,
Environment and Natural Resources (GNWT ENR) to provide technical assistance in the water
licensing process pertaining to closure of the Snap Lake Mine. This document synthesizes
reviews of incremental versions of effluent quality criteria (EQC), hydrodynamic and water
quality modelling and, partial reviews of the final closure and reclamation plan, aquatic effects
monitoring program (AEMP) and AEMP re-evaluation reports.

2 General Considerations for Mine Closure
The stated closure criteria for surface runoff and seepage water quality for De Beers as of March,
2019 is to: “ Meet Effluent Quality Criteria (EQCs) in surface discharge to achieve in-lake site
specific water quality objectives (SSWQOs) as described in the approved Mackenzie Valley
Land and Water Board (MVLWB) Water Licence and demonstrated by post closure monitoring
for a minimum period of 5 years after construction of the passive water treatment system 1” (De
Beers, 2019b). Of note is that the commitment and the initial water licence application is
consistent with commitments made during the Environmental Assessment. That is, “De Beers is
committed to reducing residual environmental effects at the site upon closure” and, “To reduce
or eliminate environmental effects once the mine ceases operations” (MVEIRB, 2003). These
statements are specifically considered in the context of mixing zones and EQCs (please see §3.2,
herein).

1

Note that construction of a passive water treatment system was significantly changed in August of 2019 (Golder,
2019c)
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3 Issues - Conflicting
3.1 Selecting and Screening for Potential Parameters of Concern (POPC)
The provision to consider as potential parameters of concern, those analytes for which
predictions are available (Golder, 2019c §6.1.1), only makes sense if criteria for the list of
analytes for which predictions are made, includes considerations such as loads for nutrients and
bioaccumulative substances, difference from natural background and, potential for adverse
ecological or human health effects. That said, the list of analytes for which predictions are
available, includes all those analytes associated with mining as defined by (MWLWB/GNWT
2017) with the exception of pH, TOC, TPH (total petroleum hydrocarbons), TSS and
Escherichia coli. Of these, the GNWT has expressed concerns regarding TPH. Those concerns
are not re-expressed at this time.
Golder (2019c) states that “Predicted concentrations in the North Pile sumps are based on water
quality inputs that were generated from monitoring data collected in Operations. Changes to
input water quality may result in changes to predicted parameter concentrations in the sumps
beyond the range of concentrations presented in this report, which may result in changes to the
outcomes of Steps 1 and 2 of the screening processes used to identify POPC”. Results presented
in §3.2, herein demonstrate that the inputs to the water quality modelling markedly deviate from
measured concentrations. Consequently, several recommendations are provided below.

3.1.1 Recommendations

The following recommendations are provided in no particular order.


GNWT ENR should note that TPHs were not identified as potential parameters of
concern because predicted concentrations were not available.



Parameters should not be excluded from the list of potential interest simply because the
“parameter did not have a toxicity-based guideline or an AEMP benchmark”. The list
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provided in Golder (2019c) includes: TDS, Ca, Mg, K, Na, total Kjeldahl nitrogen, Be,
Bi, Cs, Li, Rb and Ti. The list of excluded parameters of interest includes Cs, Li, Rb
which as noted by Golder (2019f) are “chemical signatures of the treated Mine effluent”
and, “have increased over time relative to baseline concentrations in Snap Lake”. In 2015
Cs, Th and Sr triggered Low Action Level exceedances on the basis of elevated tissue
concentrations of a magnitude greater than 30 percent (%) relative to the reference lakes
and exceeded the normal range (DeBeers, 2016a). De Beers should retain Th as a
parameter of interest due to 1) the past (2015 and 2018) Action Level exceedances for
tissue residues, and; 2) uncertainty regarding Th loads from the North Pile2 reporting to
the WMP, particularly in light of the recent water management plan to not treat water
from the WMP if EQC are met (Golder 2019c; De Beers 2019c). Monitoring Th in water
can be used to contextualize changes in Th levels in fish tissues and assuage concerns
that “fish remain safe to eat” (Please see §Error! Reference source not found., Point 1c,
herein).


Using the paradigm presented in Golder (2019c Figure 6-1), the only parameter of
interest retained for development of an EQC was nitrate. Golder (2019c) concludes that
“water-quality based EQC only be developed for nitrate for the Closure and Post –
Closure periods. This is reasonable because:
o The POPC is for a Mine in Closure and Post-closure, not an operational Mine.
o Minewater is not being pumped from the underground mine to Snap Lake. As a
result, the annual volume of water discharged from the Mine site to Snap Lake in
Closure and Post-closure is substantially lower than in Operations (Section 2.1).
Consequently, the annual parameter loads discharged from the Mine site to Snap
Lake in Closure and Post-closure are much lower than in Operations. For

2

Golder (2019f, §3.7.3.3) attributes increases in tissue to runoff from the North Pile and discharge of minewater.
With respect to Cs and Th, DeBeers (2016b) states: “The largest sources of loading of cesium and thallium to Snap
Lake are the interactions within the underground mine and the North Pile, which discharge via the WTP. The extent
to which the North Pile will continue to be a source of metals is not clear as a runoff collection system was in place
prior to the tissue residue action level exceedances. That said, the North Pile will eventually be capped which should
reduce infiltration and movement of metals.
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example, the chloride loading to Snap Lake was greater than 6,000,000 kg in
2016 and is expected to be approximately 41,000 kg in Post-closure (Section 4.2.4
in Golder 2019f).
o The WMP, Sump 3 and Sump 5 outflows to Snap Lake are short-term and are
projected to occur during the open-water season in freshet and during periods of
rainfall for the Closure and Post-Closure period.
o Predicted concentrations at the edge of the mixing zones in the main basin and
the Northwest Arm of Snap Lake are well below benchmarks for parameters other
than nitrate”.

The argument that the POPC list is reasonable for a Mine in Closure and Post-closure
misses the point that if one POPC is being considered, then a precedent has been set and
there is no reason that others cannot be considered. The other arguments speak to
reduced loads, reduced duration of loads and predictions that concentrations will be lower
than benchmarks. While it is correct that loads are lower because Mine operations have
ceased it is also correct that the Mine will continue to release contaminants to the
receiving environment after it is closed. The closure criteria for surface runoff and
seepage water quality is to: “ Meet Effluent Quality Criteria (EQCs) in surface discharge
to achieve in-lake site specific water quality objectives (SSWQOs) as described in the
approved MVLWB Water Licence and demonstrated by post closure monitoring for a
minimum period of 5 years after construction of the passive water treatment system” (De
Beers, 2019b). There is no proviso that the analyte list be reduced because the Mine is in
the Post – Closure period. Given the difference between measured and modeled water
quality concentrations during the Closure period and, the unrealistic input concentrations
for the Post Closure period it is recommended that the analyte list used during the
Operations period be maintained during the Closure period with a review at the end of the
Closure period. At that time, the associated EQCs could be adjusted to reflect the lower
discharge volumes, changes in the mixing zones and more realistic model inputs.
Triggers for deriving the latter set of EQCs are presented in Zajdlik (2020).
Zajdlik & Associates Inc.
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3.2 Mixing Zones and Nitrate EQCs
With respect to discharge to the main basin, Golder (2019d §4.1), proposed to use the existing
mixing zone with a radius of 200 and using SNP (surveillance network program) stations SNP
02-20e and SNP 02-20f. The proposal was to drop current SNP station SNP 02-20g. With
respect to discharge to the Northwest Arm, Golder (2019d §4.1) proposed to establish SNP
locations on the basis of the “approved” main basin. That mixing zone has a radius of 200m and
was established on the basis of flows during the operations period. Comments were made
regarding the size of the proposed mixing zone (MVLWB 2019, GNWT Comment # 78, 79).

Although, predictions regarding achievability at the edge of the 200m mixing zone were
provided in March (Golder, 2019d), it was not until Supplemental Information was released in
July 2019 as a response to the GNWT comments, that the necessity for a 200m mixing zone
could be assessed. In that document several dilution factors were assessed. Using the results
provided for the least amount of dilution, Golder (2019g, §3.2.1) states: “If Sump 3 water was
discharged directly to Snap Lake, predicted parameter concentrations in the main basin of Snap
Lake 50 m from the Sump 3 outfall were below 75% of the AEMP benchmarks, with the
exception of nitrate and total phosphorus (Table 10)”. Examination of Golder (2019g, Table 10)
shows that AEMP benchmarks will not be exceeded for any parameter using a mixing zone of
50m in the main basin. Golder (2019g, Table 13) shows that if a nitrate maximum average
concentration EQC of 25 mg/l (as N) were used, predicted concentrations will be well below the
current AEMP nitrate benchmark within 50m of the sump 3 discharge. Evidence that if the
current nitrate maximum average concentration EQC of 12 mg/l (as N) were used, AEMP
benchmarks could be met at the edge of a 50m mixing zone in the main basin was not provided.
With respect to the Northwest Arm, Golder (2019g, §3.2.2) states: “If Sump 5 water was
discharged directly to Snap Lake, predicted parameter concentrations in the Northwest Arm of
Snap Lake 50 m from the Sump 5 outfall were below 75% of the AEMP benchmarks, with the
exception of nitrate and total phosphorus (Table 14)”. Examination of Golder (2019g, Table 14)
shows that AEMP benchmarks will not be exceeded for any parameter using a mixing zone of
Zajdlik & Associates Inc.
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50m in the Northwest Arm. Golder (2019g, Table 17) shows that if a nitrate maximum average
concentration EQC of 25 mg/l (as N) were used, predicted concentrations will be well below the
current AEMP nitrate benchmark within 50m of the sump discharge. Evidence that if the current
nitrate maximum average concentration EQC of 12 mg/l (as N) were used, AEMP benchmarks
could be met at the edge of a 50m mixing zone in the Northwest Arm was not provided. The
reduction in mixing zone size relative to the operation period is expected due to the much lower
volumes reporting to Snap Lake. Despite being able to meet AEMP benchmarks within 50m of
the sumps Golder (2019g) states: “…mixing zone boundary of no smaller than 100 m from each
of the outfalls is recommended in Snap Lake due to near-field modelling limitations and
uncertainties (e.g., dilution factor predictions accurate to within ±50%).
Subsequent to this, at the July Technical Meeting, Ms. Colleen Prather (De Beers) stated: “For
future discharge locations, we are proposing a 100-metre mixing zone” (Technical Meeting
Transcript July 17th, pg. 179), which addressed GNWT Comments # 78 and 79 (MVLWB 2019).
However, in August of 2019, Golder (2019c §4.1) again proposed 200 m mixing zones for the
Closure period that remain unchanged from the Operations period. Golder (2019c §4.2) then
stated that the post-closure mixing zone will also be 200m because that is already approved and
the Snap Lake 3D model has a 200m grid size3. The reason for the request to maintain a 200m
mixing zone is that model predictions that reflect De Beers’ decision to not treat water during the
Closure period, show that AEMP benchmarks can be met with a 200m mixing zone (Golder
2019c, Table 6-8). Golder (2019c, Table 6-10) used predicted rather than measured
concentrations from sumps 3 and 5 to show that the current AEMP nitrate benchmark would be
exceeded in the Northwest Arm, post closure. De Beers did not assess the ability to meet AEMP
benchmarks during closure, in a smaller mixing zone in this later EQC document (Golder 2019c)
and merely asserted that they were necessary.

A request from the MVLWB to provide this additional information was met at the September
Technical Workshop (De Beers 2019d). De Beers (2019d Slide 31) shows that if discharge4
3

The relevance of this latter point is not clear as the nearfield model has been used to predict nearfield
concentrations.
4
It is assumed that discharge is at a constant rate as was the stated case for CORMIX modelling presented in Golder
(2019g). If correct, this is an overprediction as flows are expected to be seasonal.
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occurs at the proposed maximum average concentration of 60 mg/L nitrate (as N), a 200m
mixing zone is required. It is important to understand the rationalization for this proposed
maximum average concentration. Golder (2019c) states: “A nitrate concentration of 60 mg/L as
nitrogen was selected as the maximum average concentration (MAC) EQC. A constant
concentration of 60 mg/L as nitrogen could be discharged from the WMP (water management
pond), Sump 3 and Sump 5 while maintaining nitrate concentrations at the edge of the mixing
zones in Snap Lake below the AEMP benchmark (Tables 6-13-6-16 and Figure 6-6)”. The
evidence provided shows that a mixing zone of 200m is required for the proposed maximum
average concentration but; the argument is circular. With one slight exception5 the evidence
provided does not speak to the mixing zone required for the conservatively predicted
concentrations as does De Beers (2019d). It also does not speak to the expected attenuation of
nitrate and other analytes in the sumps over time. Measured concentrations of nitrate and other
analytes in the perimeter sumps, WMP and location SNP 02-02 were requested from De Beers
during the September technical session but the data provided were incomplete. The potentially
most important data are those which are most recent, as they will demonstrate (or not),
attenuation in analyte concentrations. Data were provided until September of 2018 but data at
least for the WMP and SNP 02-02 are publicly available up to and including August of 2019.
Those data were obtained from the public registry and used to augment the WMP and SNP 02-02
data; the latest observation was collected on 2019-08-31. During the November 2019 Snap Lake
Public Hearing, De Beers agreed to provide the most recent measured water quality chemistry
for perimeter sumps 1 through 5 inclusive. Those data and the augmented WMP and SNP 02-02
data are presented below using quantile regression.

Quantile regression (Koenker, 2005) is used to describe how extreme conditions (as represented
by the 5th and 95th percentile of concentrations), less extreme conditions (as represented by the
25th and 75th percentile of concentrations), and median conditions change over time. There are a
variety of methods to implement quantile regression. The method selected uses a local
nonparametric polynomial smoother within a quantile regression framework in order to identify
nonmonotonic trends without prescribing a specific model form. This approach is also resistant
5

Note that predicted nitrate concentrations in the Northwest Arm in the post Closure period only do slightly exceed
the AEMP benchmark (Golder 2019c, Table 6-10). See also §6, herein for a concern regarding predicted
concentration differences between Golder (2019c, Table 6-10) and Golder (2019d, Table 7-7).
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to unusual observations. The method is implemented in R (R Core Team 2018). Regressions for
nitrate in perimeter sumps 1 – 5, the WMP and SNP 02-02 are presented below. The context in
which regression results are assessed is based on the following statements from (Golder 2019c, §
6.3.3): “To calculate parameter concentrations in Snap Lake, constant parameter concentrations
were assigned to each of the Mine affected inflows and to baseline concentrations in Snap Lake.
A conservative approach was used whereby parameter concentrations in the WMP, and in the
Sump 3 outflow and the Sump 5 outflow, were assumed to be at predicted 95th percentile
concentrations over the entire period that the flows were active (Table 6-11). The remainder of
the inputs from the Mine were assumed to be at median concentrations over the entire period that
the inflows were active”. Note that the derivation for the nitrate EQC differed from this
approach. The nitrate EQC was derived by choosing various constant concentrations of nitrate
and choosing the highest concentration that allowed the AEMP benchmark to be met at the edge
of an expanded mixing zone.

The regressions are used to assess the validity of the assumption that inputs (TDS and nitrate) are
constant Golder (2019c). The importance of this assumption is noted in Golder (2019a) when
discussing assumptions and limitations of the Snap Lake 3-D and EQC models. One of these is
that “Water chemistry data used as inputs to the Snap Lake and EQC models were assumed to be
representative of their respective sources. This is an inherent assumption in all modelling, that
data obtained as part of baseline, AEMP, and Surveillance Network Program (SNP) sampling
programs adequately represent the input sources”. Another caveat expressed in Golder (2019a)
is that “Predicted parameter concentrations from 2018 to 2050 only apply to the water quantities
and qualities noted in this report. Changes to discharge water quantity and quality may result in
changes to parameter concentrations in the lake beyond the range of concentrations predicted in
this report”.
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3.2.1 Assessing the Constancy of Measured Nitrate Concentrations
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Figure 3-1: Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 1
Median nitrate concentrations drop from 2012 onward. The range of variability (5th and 95th
percentile regressions) also decreases from 2012 onward. All measured nitrate concentrations are
lower than the current water license EQC for nitrate from 2018 onward. Note the apparent
asymptote in the median nitrate concentrations from 2018 onward. Median nitrate concentrations
appear to be stabilizing below the current water licence EQC. Perimeter sump 1 is near the
starter cell and flow to this sump likely reflects PK that was first deposited.
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Figure 3-2: Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 2
Median nitrate concentrations drop from 2014 onward. The range of variability (5th and 95th
percentile regressions) decreases from 2015 onward. Eighteen of 20 measured nitrate
concentrations are lower than the current water license EQC for nitrate in 2019. Median nitrate
concentrations may be stabilizing below the current water licence EQC.
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Figure 3-3: Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 3
Median nitrate concentrations drop from 2015 onward. Aside from one aberrant observation, the
range of variability (5th and 95th percentile regressions) decreases from 2015 onward. Nine of 16
measured nitrate concentrations are lower than the current water license EQC for nitrate in 2019.
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Figure 3-4: Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 4
Median nitrate concentrations drop from 2014 onward. The sump 4 nitrate data variability
persists into 2018 but decreases markedly in 2019. Aside from one aberrant observation, the
range of variability (5th and 95th percentile regressions) decreases from 2015 onward. Two of 15
measured nitrate concentrations are lower than the current water license EQC for nitrate in 2019.
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Figure 3-5: Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 5 (SNP 02-02C)
Median nitrate concentrations drop from 2014 onward. The sump 5 nitrate data variability
persists into 2019 but albeit to a lesser extent. None of the 17 measured nitrate concentrations are
lower than the current water license EQC for nitrate in 2019.
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Figure 3-6: Nitrate Concentrations in SNP 02-02
Data from SNP 02-02 (2012-2017) were used to represent seepage water quality from the North
Pile. (Golder (2019 h, Attachment A: Input Parameter Concentrations in the Site Water Quality
Model). The trend in the median nitrate concentration at SNP 02-02 is markedly downward since
2016 which is coincident with the statement that “As of January 2016, no new slurry was
deposited on the North Pile” (Golder 2019h). Since 2019, no measured concentrations exceed the
proposed EQC of 60 mg/L. The single concentration that exceeds the April EQC and the WL
EQC was collected on 4-Jun-2019 and the hold time was exceeded.
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Figure 3-7: Nitrate Concentrations in the Water Management Pond
The WMP receives input from perimeter sumps 1 -5, the western embankment catchment area,
the water treatment plant and the sewage treatment plant (Golder, 2019h). Measured nitrate
concentrations, especially outlying concentrations are steadily decreasing from 2016 onwards in
the water management pond. Note that Golder (2019h) states that “As of January 2016, no new
slurry was deposited on the North Pile”. The median nitrate concentration has stabilized below
the proposed (April) EQC of 25 mg/L and is well below the proposed (August) EQC of 60 mg/L.
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The median regression fits for each water body are re-presented below to assess the general trend
of nitrate water quality in the WMP and stations reporting to the WMP (Perimeter sumps 1

200

through 5) and SNP 02-02 (which is used to represent seepage water quality).
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Figure 3-8: Median Nitrate Source Terms over Time
The preceding figure shoes that as a group nitrate source terms (perimeter sumps 1 through 5 and
SNP 02-02 are not constant but rather, are dropping markedly since the deposition of PK slurry
to the North Pile stopped. Nitrate concentrations in the WMP are lower than the perimeter
sumps due to inputs from the sewage treatment plant, and the water treatment plant.
Concentrations in perimeter sump 1 and sump 2 may be stabilizing; concentrations in the other
three sumps are continuing to decline. In general, median nitrate concentrations in perimeter
sumps have been dropping since 2015 or earlier. Following cessation of PK deposition, there is a
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period of marked decline6. Projections of median nitrate concentrations forward in time using
regression models are presented in §3.2.4.

3.2.2 Assessing the Constancy of Measured TDS Concentrations

TDS is an integrative measurement of solutes in water. Quantile regressions for TDS in

2000

perimeter sumps 1 – 5, the WMP and SNP 02-02 are presented below.
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Figure 3-9: TDS Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 1

6

This transition to a downward trend could be estimated for each time series if necessary.
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TDS concentrations in perimeter sump 1 exhibit a downward trend that is consistent with
cessation of PK deposition into the North Pile. All TDS measurements from 2018 onward are
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Figure 3-10: TDS Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 2
TDS concentrations in perimeter sump 2 exhibit a downward trend that is consistent with
cessation of PK deposition into the North Pile. All TDS measurements from 2018 onward are
well below the water license maximum average.
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Figure 3-11: TDS Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 3
TDS concentrations in perimeter sump 3 exhibit a downward trend that is consistent with
cessation of PK deposition into the North Pile. Five of 38 TDS measurements from 2018
onward are above the water license maximum average. In 2019 only 2 of 15 TDS measurements
marginally exceed the water license maximum average.
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Figure 3-12: TDS Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 4
TDS concentrations in perimeter sump 4 exhibit a downward trend that is consistent with
cessation of PK deposition into the North Pile. In 2019, 4 of 15 TDS measurements marginally
exceed the water license maximum average. No TDS measurements collected from perimeter
sump 4 in 2019 exceed the water license maximum grab concentration.
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Figure 3-13: TDS Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 5
TDS concentrations in perimeter sump 4 exhibit a downward trend that is consistent with
cessation of PK deposition into the North Pile. TDS concentrations in Perimeter sump 5 are
variable with the variability decreasing from2018 onwards. In 2019, 3 of 16 TDS measurements
exceed the water license maximum grab concentration.
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Figure 3-14: TDS Concentrations in SNP 02-02
Median TDS concentrations decrease at SNP 02-02 since 2016 or, since “no new slurry was
deposited on the North Pile” (Golder, 2019h). In 2019, TDS concentrations at SNP 02-02 are
consistently below the current EQC, the current water licence maximum average and the water
licence maximum grab.
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Figure 3-15: TDS Concentrations in the Water Management Pond
Like nitrate, median TDS concentrations in the water management pond also decreased since
2016. In 2019, TDS concentrations in the water management pond are consistently below the
current EQC, the current water licence maximum average and the water licence maximum grab.

Predicted median quantile regression model fits for each water body are re-presented below to
assess the general trend of TDS water quality in the WMP and stations reporting to the WMP
(Perimeter sumps 1 through 5) and SNP 02-02 (which is used to represent seepage water
quality).
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Figure 3-16: Median TDS Source Terms over Time
The preceding figure shoes that as a group TDS source terms (perimeter sumps 1 through 5 and
SNP 02-02 are not constant, but rather, are dropping markedly since the deposition of PK slurry
to the North Pile stopped. TDS concentrations in the WMP are lower than the TDS sources due
to inputs from the sewage treatment plant, and the water treatment plant. In 2019, the median
TDS trend is below the water license maximum grab sample and the slope of the TDS median
regression line is steep indicating rapid reductions in TDS. None of the decreasing TDS
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regressions have reached an asymptote after cessation of PK deposition in the North Pile. That
said, extrapolation suggests that an asymptote7 for source terms will be reached in 2-4 years.

3.2.3 Predicted Versus Measured Concentrations

One issue with the modelling conducted by De Beers is that input terms use data collected
between 2012 and 2017 which reflects a period of active deposition of PK slurry to the North
Pile. Concern regarding the overestimation of water quality parameters in Snap Lake due to the
use of these concentrations given expected attenuation were presented in the GNWT intervention
(GNWT, 2019). Of particular concern are the nitrate inputs which were maintained a constant
concentration of 60 mg/L nitrate for the duration of the model timeframe (to 2050) (Golder,
2019c). The response from De Beers during the public hearing was that “De Beers does not
believe that maintaining nitrate concentrations from the North Pile at 60 milligrams nitrogen
per litre (mg-N/L) or at 95th percentile concentrations for other parameters as inputs to the Snap
Lake model for the duration of the model simulation to calculate effluent quality criteria (EQC)
is too conservative because … Water quality inputs for the site water quality model were created
using monitoring data from Surveillance Network Program (SNP) stations between 2012 and
2017. During this time period, the monitoring data do not show a decrease in parameter
concentrations, including nitrate, from the North Pile”. (De Beers, 2019f). The response from
De Beers ignores the concern that nitrate concentrations will attenuate after deposition of PK
slurry to the North Pile stops, as is demonstrated unequivocally in Figure 3-1 through Figure 3-8,
inclusive as opposed to being constant during a period of active deposition of PK slurry.
Attenuation over time of TDS, an integrative measure of solutes, was also demonstrated
unequivocally in Figure 3-9 through Figure 3-16, inclusive.

The accuracy of the Snap Lake Mine Site Water Quality model (Golder 2019h) water quality
predictions for nitrate and to a lesser extent, TDS, are explored herein. The data used are those
provided by De Beers as responses to data requests following the September technical meeting
and an Intervention Response following the November 2019 Public Hearing. Data for the WMP

7

If necessary, the regression lines could be extrapolated to estimate the X intercept (TDS = 0 mg/L).
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and SNP 02-02 were manually augmented using publicly available available Surveillance
Network Program reports.
3.2.3.1 Nitrate

Predicted nitrate concentrations (Golder, 2019b) are examined for the WMP in some detail.
Predicted nitrate concentrations (available from 2016 onwards) are superimposed over measured
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Figure 3-17: Predicted versus Measured Nitrate Concentrations in the Water Management
Pond
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Quantile regression fits for the median of measured8 (blue dotted line) and predicted (black
dotted line) nitrate in Figure 3-17 shows that although measured concentrations are decreasing,
model predictions increase through to approximately 2026. The figure is refocussed on the
period for which both predicted and measured concentrations are available.
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Figure 3-18: Predicted versus Measured Nitrate Concentrations in the Water Management
Pond
The model may over-predict nitrate concentrations in the latter portion of this time series as
nitrate concentrations have been decreasing (See Figure 3-7), since approximately 2012.

8

Y scale is truncated to focus on overlap of median regression lines for measured and predicted nitrate
concentrations.
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Because the latter portion of the time series represents the (current) longest period of attenuation,

60

predictions and measurements from 2019 are examined in more detail below.
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Figure 3-19: Predicted versus Measured Nitrate Concentrations in the Water Management
Pond in 2019

It is apparent that the model (Golder, 2019b) is over-predicting the measured nitrate
concentrations. For those dates with measured concentrations, the differences between the
predicted concentration and the measured concentration as standardized by the measured
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concentration are plotted below. The standardized differences are expressed as percentages9 and
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Figure 3-20: Percent Over and Under Prediction of Nitrate Concentrations in the Water
Management Pond in 2019
The figure shows that the model consistently overpredicts nitrate concentrations in the water
management pond during 2019. The median overprediction is 100.01% which means the model
is predicting nitrate concentrations that are twice as large as measured concentrations 50% of the
time in 2019. The extent to which the current model will over-predict measured concentrations

9

Relative percent difference for residuals.
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during the Closure period will increase over time as nitrate continues to attenuate10. Because
inputs to the EQC model (Golder, 2019b) includes nitrate predictions from Perimeter sump 3, the
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Figure 3-21: Predicted versus Measured Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 3
Quantile regression fits for the median of measured (blue dotted line) and predicted (black dotted
line) nitrate in Figure 3-21 shows that although measured concentrations are decreasing, model

10

Closure activities may result in occasional elevations of nitrate concentrations in perimeter sumps 3 and 5 and the
WMP which is why the recommendation is made to retain the capacity to treat water (Please refer to §3.2.8).
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predictions increase through to approximately 2026. The graphic is refocused on the time
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period for which measurements11 and predictions are available.
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Figure 3-22: Predicted versus Measured Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 3
The model (Golder, 2019b) may over-predict nitrate concentrations in the latter portion of this
time series as nitrate concentrations have been decreasing (See Figure 3-3), since approximately
2012. Because the latter portion of the time series represents the (current) longest period of
attenuation, predictions and measurements from 2019 are examined in more detail below.

11

Note that nitrate was not measured in perimeter sump 3 between 4-Nov-2014 and 3-Jan-2017. Model predictions
begin in 2016.
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Figure 3-23: Predicted versus Measured Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 3 in
2019
It is apparent that the model (Golder, 2019b) is over-predicting the measured nitrate
concentrations. For those dates with measured concentrations, the differences between the
predicted concentration and the measured concentration as standardized by the measured
concentration are plotted below. The standardized differences are expressed as percentages9 and
plotted below.
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Figure 3-24: Percent Over and Under Prediction of Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter
Sump 3 in 2019
The figure shows that the model consistently overpredicts nitrate concentrations in perimeter
sump 3 during 2019. The median overprediction is more than 400% with a minimum
overprediction more than 100% and a maximum overprediction more than 1,300%. The extent
to which the current model (Golder, 2019b) will over-predict measured concentrations during the
Closure period will increase over time as nitrate continues to attenuate10. Because inputs to the
EQC model (Golder, 2019b) includes nitrate predictions from Perimeter sump 5, the
concordance between measured and predicted concentrations is assessed below.
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Figure 3-25: Predicted versus Measured Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 5
Quantile regression fits for the median of measured (blue dotted line) and predicted (black dotted
line) nitrate in Figure 3-25 shows that although measured concentrations are decreasing, model
predictions increase through to approximately 2026. The graphic is refocused on the time period
for which measurements12 and predictions are available.

12

Note that nitrate was not measured in perimeter sump 5 between 10-Dec-2013 and 3-Jan-2017. Model predictions
begin in 2016.
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Figure 3-26: Predicted versus Measured Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 5
The model (Golder, 2019b) appears to moderately over-predict nitrate concentrations in the latter
portion of this time series as nitrate concentrations have been decreasing (See Figure 3-5) since
approximately 2012. Because the latter portion of the time series represents the (current) longest
period of attenuation, predictions and measurements from 2019 are examined in more detail
below.
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Figure 3-27: Predicted versus Measured Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter Sump 5 in
2019
The model (Golder, 2019b) is moderately over-predicting the measured nitrate concentrations.
For those dates with measured concentrations, the differences between the predicted
concentration and the measured concentration as standardized by the measured concentration are
plotted below. The standardized differences are expressed as percentages9 and plotted below.
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Figure 3-28: Percent Over and Under Prediction of Nitrate Concentrations in Perimeter
Sump 5 in 2019
The figure shows that the model overpredicts nitrate concentrations in perimeter sump 5 during
2019 more frequently than not. The median overprediction is more than 10% with a minimum
underprediction more than 35% and a maximum overprediction more than 150%. Although
poor, the improvement in nitrate predictions in sump 5 relative to sump 3 is because nitrate
concentrations increase from sump 1 through 5 (Please see discussion in §3.2.7, herein). The
extent to which the current model (Golder, 2019b) will over-predict measured concentrations
during the Closure period will increase over time as nitrate continues to attenuate10.
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3.2.3.2 Total Dissolved Solids

The extent to which the model over or under-predicts measured TDS is briefly examined below
as TDS is an integrator of solutes in water.
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Figure 3-29: Predicted versus Measured TDS Concentrations in the Water Management
Pond
Quantile regression fits for the median of measured (blue dotted line) and predicted (black dotted
line) TDS in Figure 3-29 show that although measured concentrations are decreasing, model
predictions decrease to approximately 2020 but then diverge, increasing steadily through to
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approximately 2026. Projecting the median regression for measured TDS suggests that by 2025,
median TDS concentrations will approach the post-closure predicted TDS concentration.

3.2.4 Predicted Nitrate Concentrations Using Nonparametric Additive Quantile
Regression Models

Time series plots in §3.2.1 show that nitrate concentrations are decreasing rapidly since the
deposition of PK stopped. Not only are median concentrations decreasing, but extreme
percentiles are also converging. Perimeter sump 1, which is near the starter cell likely collects
water from PK deposited some time ago. Nitrate concentrations associated with Perimeter sump
1 appear to have reached an asymptote that is lower than the current water licence nitrate EQC.
Nitrate concentrations associated with Perimeter sump 2 may just have reached the same
asymptote (Please see additional analyses in §3.2.5). In order to assess the need for a nitrate
EQC higher than in the current water licence, regression models and 95% confidence intervals
are fit to the nitrate time series. Confidence intervals that are below the water licence limit
suggest that water treatment may not be necessary. Confidence intervals that are approaching the
water licence limit suggest that water treatment may only be necessary, occasionally or for a
short period of time. Note that these are true confidence limits for regression fits, not 95th
percentiles or, regressions on the 5th and 95th percentiles presented in §3.2.1. This means that
with repeated sampling (if it were possible to go back to a specific time and collect additional
samples) 95% of the observations would fall below the upper confidence limit. This is not the
case when simply estimating 95th percentiles as in Golder (2019c) or in §3.2.1, herein.
3.2.4.1 Statistical Methods

The method used is nonparametric additive quantile regression following Koenker et al (1994)
and further described in Koenker (2005). Analyses are conducted in R (R Core Team, 2018).
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3.2.4.2 Results
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Figure 3-30: Nonparametric Additive Quantile Regression Fit for Nitrate – Perimeter
Sump 1
The figure shows that nitrate concentrations have stabilized13. The predicted median
concentrations are lower than the current water licence EQC and the upper 95% confidence limit
tracks the current water licence EQC.

13

“Stabilized” may be an optimistic term but makes sense in that the proximal nitrate source (PK) has weathered for
some time and should not suddenly begin to release additional nitrate.
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Figure 3-31: Nonparametric Additive Quantile Regression Fit for Nitrate – Perimeter
Sump 2
Like sump 1, nitrate concentrations seem to be stabilizing with the predicted median nitrate
concentration well below the current water licence EQC. Although extreme nitrate concentration
percentiles are rapidly converging toward the median (See Figure 3-2), nitrate concentrations are
more variable in 2018 and 2019 in perimeter sump 2 than in perimeter sump 1. Consequently,
the 95% confidence interval is slightly higher than the current water licence EQC.
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Figure 3-32: Nonparametric Additive Quantile Regression Fit for Nitrate – Perimeter
Sump 3
Nitrate concentration in perimeter sump have not yet reached an asymptote but median nitrate
concentrations and, the upper 95% confidence interval are both trending below the current water
licence limit. The most recent data suggest a minor likelihood for treating water. The data
suggest that the 95% upper confidence limit will be below the current water licence EQC within
the next two sampling seasons.
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Figure 3-33: Nonparametric Additive Quantile Regression Fit for Nitrate – Perimeter
Sump 4
The figure shows that the median nitrate regression has not yet reached the water licence EQC.
Projection of the fitted regression suggests that median nitrate concentrations will be below the
current water licence EQC in one or two sampling seasons with the 95% upper confidence limit
lagging for one year.
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Figure 3-34: Nonparametric Additive Quantile Regression Fit for Nitrate – Perimeter
Sump 5
It is my understanding the water reporting to perimeter sump 5 is proximal to the most recently
deposited PK. This is reflected in the higher concentrations and, in the increased with of
confidence intervals relative to regression models fit to nitrate data from other sumps.
Nonetheless, there is again a rapid decline in measured nitrate concentrations. Projection of the
median regression equation suggests that the median nitrate concentration will be below the
current water licence EQC within two years with the upper 95% confidence limit lagging by one
or two years.
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3.2.4.3 Discussion

Regression models show that median nitrate concentrations are already below the current water
licence EQC or, are projected to be within 2 sampling seasons. The upper 95% confidence
which is of interest because it represents those large or outlying nitrate concentrations that could
if observed repeatedly, cause the running average to exceed the maximum average grab. In this
somewhat unlikely event, water treatment may be necessary. In no instances do the regression
models suggest that a maximum average EQC of 60 mg/L is currently necessary. In only one
instance (Perimeter sump 4) is a maximum average EQC of 25 mg/L currently “necessary” (in
the absence of treatment capacity). The regression models suggest that the current water licence
maximum average EQC of 12 mg/L will be met within one or two open water seasons. Retention
of the current water licence EQC for nitrate, is consistent with the policy of waste minimization
(MVLWB / GNWT, 2017) and consistent with GNWT lack of support for EQCs for Closure and
Post-Closure that are higher than during Operations.

3.2.5 Probability of Exceeding Current WL EQC for Nitrate

The statistical distribution of nitrate concentrations in the perimeter sumps can be assessed. Once
a statistical distribution is selected, the probability of exceeding the current water license EQC
can be estimated. Because concentrations are attenuating rapidly, data from the last two years
were used. Where attenuation has not yet stabilized (i.e. Perimeter sumps 3, 4, 5 and possibly
two), this data over-represents the probability of exceeding the current water license EQC in the
2020 sampling period and beyond.

3.2.5.1 Statistical Methods

Preliminary visual distributional assessments are used as an aid in statistical distribution
selection. Plots include empirical densities and cumulative distribution functions (Zajdlik, 2006)
and plots of the skewness-kurtosis relationship (Cullen and Frey, 1999). After choosing suitable
models, parameters are fit using maximum likelihood and presented using custom functions
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written in R and the following R libraries: AICcmodavg (Mazerolle, 2019), actuar (Dutang et al,
2008), base (R Core Team, 2018), fitdistrplus (Delignette-Muller and Dutang, 2015), Hmisc
(Harrell, 2018), stats (R Core Team, 2018) and VGAM (Yee, 2015; Yee and Wild, 1996). The
model fits are visually evaluated by comparing the empirical histogram and superimposed fitted
densities, a quantile-quantile plots, empirical and theoretical cumulative distribution functions
and percentile-percentile plots (Zajdlik, 2006). From this set of models, the AICc is estimated
for those models providing the “best” visual fits. The AICc is an information criterion
derivatized from the AIC (Akaike, 1973) that balances the complexity of the model with the
parsimony principle by incorporating a penalty term, so that models with higher numbers of
parameters are penalized. The AICc is a correction for bias in small samples (Sugiura, 1978;
Hurvich and Tsai, 1991). The model with the smallest AICc is selected as best representing the
nitrate data from 2012 to 2107. Due to the large number of graphics, only the estimated mean,
and the probability of exceeding the current water licence nitrate EQC using final best fitting
statistical distribution are presented below.
3.2.5.2 Results

Table 3-1: Probability of Exceeding the Current WL Nitrate EQC
Maximum
Sump

Average Grab
P(> 12 mg Nitrate
(as N) / L)

Maximum Grab

Best Fitting

Mean on Raw Data

P(> 17 mg Nitrate

Statistical

Scale (mg Nitrate

(as N) / L)

Distribution

(as N) / L)

1

5.634 e-12

2.281 e-28

Normal

3.91

2

0.145

0.0664

Log Normal

5.23

3

0.655

0.513

Log Normal

17.52

4

0.910

0.814

Log Normal

34.38

5

0.975

0.910

Log Normal

35.80

The attenuation in nitrate means is presented below.
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Figure 3-35: Attenuation in Nitrate Means by Perimeter Sump

The figure above demonstrates how water associated with older PK has lower nitrate
concentrations. It appears that nitrate concentrations in water leaching from the North Pile will
approach 4 mg Nitrate (as N) / L over time.
3.2.5.3 Discussion

One observation made while fitting these distributions as well as others using longer time frames
(not presented) is that the statistical distributions for longer time frames are typically extreme
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value distributions, particularly for Perimeter sumps 4 and 5. As the time frame shortens (toward
the most recent data), and / or perimeter sump sequence moves from 5 to 1, the statistical
distributions tend toward skewed distributions and then toward the normal distribution. This
observation is consistent with the physical and chemical processes acting within the North Pile.
Drainage through newly deposited PK at times encounters areas with relatively higher nitrate
that is dissolved in the leachate reporting to the perimeter sump. Not all drainage paths
encounter areas with high nitrates and so, an extreme value statistical distribution is induced. As
time passes, and nitrate is leached, the extreme values contract and a heavy tailed statistical
distribution is induced. As more time passes the random interactions between infiltrating water
and PK in combination, induce a normal distribution that centers around a low mean. That low
mean appears to be 4 mg nitrate (as N)/L.

3.2.6 Considering Alternative Nitrate EQCs
The GNWT posed the question “Is there an alternative nitrate EQC that is achievable right
away”? It’s important to note that an EQC is a concentration that is estimated using an agreed
upon AEMP benchmark and mixing zone. The EQC considers the available dilution such that
the AEMP benchmark will be safely met at the edge of the agreed upon mixing zone. Modelling
presented in Golder (2019c) showed that nitrate concentrations as high as 60 mg nitrate (as N)/L
could be discharged continuously and that the nitrate AEMP benchmark would not be exceeded
at the edge of the proposed 200m mixing zone in Snap Lake before 2050. Continuous discharge
of effluent at nitrate concentrations > 60 mg nitrate (as N)/L would eventually lead to AEMP
benchmark exceedances. Therefore, 60 mg nitrate (as N)/L is an upper limit for the maximum
average EQC. To address the question posed by the GNWT, the statistical distribution of nitrate
concentrations was considered. Methods used to choose and fit distributions are presented in
§3.2.5.1. The chosen distributions, using the last two years of data (as being most representative
of closure water quality) are presented below. For each sump, the 95th and 99th percentile of each
fitted distribution are estimated and presented below. The probabilities of exceeding the current
water license nitrate EQCs are also presented again, for context.
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Table 3-2: Quantiles of Fitted Nitrate Distributions
Maximum
Sump

Average Grab
P(> 12 mg Nitrate
(as N) / L)

Maximum Grab

Best Fitting

Mean on Raw

P(> 17 mg Nitrate

Statistical

Data Scale (mg

(as N) / L)

Distribution

Nitrate (as N) / L)

95th Percentile on

99th Percentile on

Raw Data Scale

Raw Data Scale

(mg Nitrate (as

(mg Nitrate (as

N) / L)

N) / L)

1

5.634 e-12

2.281 e-28

Normal

3.91

5.87

6.68

2

0.145

0.0664

Log Normal

5.23

19.00

32.44

3

0.655

0.513

Log Normal

17.52

83.76

160.16

4

0.910

0.814

Log Normal

34.38

125.60

214.85

5

0.975

0.910

Log Normal

35.80

89.30

130.41

The table shows that both the maximum average and maximum grab nitrate EQCs in the current license will be met for waters
associated with the earliest deposits of PK in the North Pile (perimeter sump 1). The table also shows that both the maximum average
and maximum grab nitrate EQCs in the current license will not be met for waters associated with the latest deposits of PK in the North
Pile (sumps 4 and 5). The last two columns present upper percentiles of the statistical distributions of nitrate concentrations for each
sump. The table shows that the highest percentiles exceed the CCME, (2012) acute lethality threshold of 124 mg/L Nitrate, as N
(mg/L). However, note that the mean concentrations associated with sumps 4 and 5 are high, in fact higher than the current water
licence maximum grab and could not be discharged without treatment. Also note that a mean of 18 mg/L Nitrate, as N (mg/L) for
perimeter sump 3 is associated with an extreme percentile that would be acutely lethal. These results suggest that the capacity to treat
water should be retained, because given the last two years of water quality, an acutely lethal sample is possible in sumps 3, 4 and 5.
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Using the same statistical distributions and the associated variances14, a mean could be estimated
such that the probability of exceeding 124 mg/L Nitrate, as N is very low, say 0.1%. As long as
these estimated concentrations are less than 60 mg nitrate (as N) / L (which, if dilution and
dispersion modelling presented in Golder (2019c) is correct, is the upper limit for the maximum
average EQC), such means could be15 used as a maximum average EQC. Means meeting this
criterion were estimated by solving the following equation:

P(maximum average EQC > 124) = 0.001.

The solutions for perimeter sumps 4 and 5, are 11 are 22 mg nitrate (as N) / L; respectively. For
example, if the maximum average EQC for perimeter sump 4 was set to 11 mg nitrate (as N) / L
the probability of an acutely lethal nitrate concentration being exceeded is 0.1%. In the absence
of capacity to treat water, such an average15 would reduce the probability of exceeding the acute
lethality threshold to less than 0.1%. Averages would vary by perimeter sump but at this time
averages for sumps 1, 2 and 3 have not been estimated. Note that a maximum grab concentration
has in the past been an ad hoc adjustment of the maximum average grab. As such, there is no
statistical basis for estimating this type of EQC and therefore no recommendation is provided at
this time.

The results suggest that a maximum average of grab as high as 22 mg nitrate (as N) / L could be
used for perimeter sump 5 but that the highest maximum average of grab for perimeter sump 4 is
12 mg nitrate (as N) / L. That concentration is coincidentally the same as the maximum average
grab in the current water licence. Because of this, the analyses conduct support other arguments
that the current water licence maximum average grab concentration of 12 mg nitrate (as N) / L be
retained.

14

This assumes that the variance is invariant of the mean which is unlikely. These results could be improved by
assuming a constant coefficient of variation to preserve the sump-specific mean variance relationship.
15
Note that this solution does not address the concept of a running average which has different statistical properties
than the average of n, randomly collected samples.
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3.2.7 Summary
The quantile regression model predictions presented in§3.2.1 (medians and 95th percentiles) are
compared to the three nitrate EQCs under discussion (Current WL (MVLWB, 2015), proposed in
March 2019 (Golder, 2019d), proposed in August 2019 (Golder, 2019b)).
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Table 3-3: Measured Nitrate Concentrations on Site and Maximum Average EQCs
WMP
95th Percentile < EQC

SNP 02-02

Perimeter

Perimeter

Perimeter

Perimeter

Perimeter

Sump 1

Sump 2

Sump 3

Sump 4

Sump 5

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no1

yes

yes

no1

no

no

Proposed in August 2019 (60
mg/L) in 2019?
95th Percentile < EQC
Proposed in March 2019 (25
mg/L) in 2019?
95th Percentile < Water
Licence EQC for Closure (12
mg/L) in 2019?
Median < EQC Proposed in
August 2019 (60 mg/L) in
2019?
Median < EQC Proposed in
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The results presented above show that nitrate concentrations increase from sump 1 through 5. The deposition of PK slurry to the North
Pile stopped in 2015 (Golder 2019h). In 2019, 4 years later, the quantile regression-based 95th percentiles of nitrate exceed the
proposed August EQC of 60 mg/L in perimeter sumps 3, 4 and 5 but not perimeter sumps 1 and 2, the WMP or SNP 02-02. Median
concentrations however are below the current water licence limit of 12 mg/L in perimeter sumps 1 and 2 and below the EQC of 25
mg/L proposed in March 2019 in all locations but two. This tabular summary represents a snapshot in time and to some extent
misrepresents the ability to meet the current water licence EQC for nitrate during post-closure because the rate of attenuation in nitrate
concentrations is not considered. That attenuation is discussed in §3.2.5 and is summarized below; first using regressions on quantiles
of nitrate time series by Perimeter sump and then, by fitting a regression model on nitrate time series by Perimeter sump and
estimating confidence intervals.
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The median quantile regressions for each water body are re-presented below to assess the general
temporal trend in nitrate water quality in the WMP and stations reporting to the WMP (Perimeter

200

sumps 1 through 5) and SNP 02-02 (which is used to represent seepage water quality).
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Figure 3-36: Median Nitrate Source Terms over Time
Figure 3-36 shows that as a group, nitrate source terms (perimeter sumps 1 through 5 and SNP
02-02) are dropping precipitously since the deposition of PK slurry to the North Pile stopped.
Nitrate concentrations in the WMP are lower than the nitrate sources due to inputs from the
sewage treatment plant, and the water treatment plant. Median nitrate concentrations in perimeter
sump 1 and sump 2 may already be stabilizing below the current WL EQC; median
concentrations in perimeter sump 3 reached the current WL EQC in 2019 and the trend for
median nitrate concentrations for perimeter sumps 4 and 5 and SNP 02-02 is toward the current
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WL EQC. In general, the period of marked decline in nitrate concentrations following cessation
of PK deposition for nitrate sources is 4-616 years.

Finally, regression models of nitrate concentrations in perimeter sumps 1 through 5 show (Please
see Figure 3-30 through Figure 3-34, inclusive) show that median nitrate concentrations are
already below the current water licence EQC or are projected to be, within 2 or possibly 3
sampling seasons. The upper 95% confidence limit which is of interest because it represents
those large or outlying nitrate concentrations that could if observed repeatedly, cause the running
average to exceed the maximum average grab. In this somewhat unlikely event, water treatment
may be necessary. In no instances do the regression models suggest that an EQC of 60 mg/L is
currently necessary. Regression models also suggest that even a maximum average EQC of 25
mg/L will be unnecessary within one or two sampling seasons. Analyses presented in §3.2.5
show that nitrate leachate associated with older PK has a mean nitrate concentration of 4 mg
nitrate (as N)/L. Retention of the current water licence EQC for nitrate with a contingency for
possible water treatment over the next 3 or possibly 4 years, is consistent with the policy to
minimize the deposition of waste (MVLWB/GNWT, 2017).

Golder (2019g) acknowledges one limitation of the modelling to date; arguing for a 100 m
mixing zone “due to near-field modelling limitations and uncertainties (e.g., dilution factor
predictions accurate to within ±50%)”. Golder (2019a) states one of the assumptions and
limitations of the Snap Lake 3-D and EQC models is that “Water chemistry data used as inputs
to the Snap Lake and EQC models were assumed to be representative of their respective
sources”. Golder (2019a) also notes that: “Predicted parameter concentrations from 2018 to
2050 only apply to the water quantities and qualities noted in this report. Changes to discharge
water quantity and quality may result in changes to parameter concentrations in the lake beyond
the range of concentrations predicted in this report”.

The modelling (Golder, 2019c, d) conducted to date assumes fixed COPC concentrations
estimated using data from 2012 to 2017. Plotting measured data collected subsequent to 2017

16

This transition to a downward trend could be estimated for each time if necessary. Also see results presented in
§3.2.4 which discusses the time required to reach the current water licence EQC for nitrate.
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shows that the assumption that model input terms are fixed is not met. Quantile regressions
illustrate how median nitrate (Figure 3-8) and TDS (Figure 3-16) concentrations in perimeter
sumps, the WMP and location SNP 02-02 decrease over time. Figure 3-1 through Figure 3-7
show how extreme percentiles of nitrate concentrations in these same water bodies converge
over time. The same is true for TDS (Please see Figure 3-9 through Figure 3-15).

Both the raw

data and quantile regressions demonstrate that the modelling assumption that water chemistry is
representative of its respective sources is not met. Because the discharge water quality is
demonstrably different than that used in Golder (2019a) the caveat expressed in Golder (2019a)
namely that “predicted parameter concentrations from 2018 to 2050 only apply to the water
quantities and qualities noted in this report. Changes to discharge water quantity and quality may
result in changes to parameter concentrations in the lake beyond the range of concentrations
predicted in this report”, should be invoked.

The concordance between the modelling predictions made and measured data during the closure
period was assessed. Using the most recent data collected which best represents attenuation
following cessation of PK slurry deposition, model predictions (Golder, 2019c) were found to
overpredict nitrate in 2019 in the WMP by a median factor of 2, in perimeter sump 3 by a median
factor of 4 and, in perimeter sump 5 by a median factor of 1.1. These factors are almost certain
to increase during closure because during the closure period, model predictions for nitrate and
TDS are already (in 2019) diverging from measured concentrations (As presented in §3.2.3,
herein). The divergence between predictions (which are an attempt to generate the highest
possible EQC without water treatment and a larger mixing zone) and measurements, demonstrate
that an EQC of 60 mg/L is not necessary, post-closure. The divergence between predictions and
measurements also suggest the improvidence of setting EQCs based on a model that does not
reflect realistic closure input concentrations.
As noted in GNWT ENR (2019): “The GNWT is not supportive of EQC for Closure and PostClosure that are higher than during operations”. The results provided show that nitrate
concentrations will stabilize around a mean of 4 mg nitrate (as N)/L. The results also suggest
that natural attenuation will likely lead to concentrations lower than the current WL EQC of 12
mg/L as a maximum average grab within 4-6 years of ceasing PK deposition. That time period is
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(serendipitously) coincident with the expected duration of Mine closure (Golder, 2019c). For
these reasons, the following recommendations are provided.

3.2.8 Recommendations


It is recommended that current EQCs be retained until such time as sufficient evidence
regarding how closure activities may cause temporary disruptions of the generally
decreasing trends in nitrate and TDS has been compiled. Recommendations regarding
triggers for modifying EQCs are presented in Zajdlik (2020).



The ability to treat effluent should be retained to meet commitments to do so (Golder,
2019c) during the Closure period unless De Beers can demonstrate that in the worst case,
pumping all water reporting to the perimeter sumps and /or newly constructed influent
storage ponds to the underground workings (i.e. not discharging to Snap Lake) is
possible.



De Beers should collect bi-weekly representative water quality samples from Perimeter
Sumps 1 through 5 and the WMP, during the open water season, to assess changes in
water quality over the Closure period or until such time as these sumps (likely 1, 2 and 4)
no longer exist.



De Beers should collect bi-weekly representative water quality samples during the open
water season, from the Influent Storage ponds once construction ceases.



At the end of the Closure period, this measured water quality should be used as inputs to
a model to predict mixing in the nearfield following closure. The updated modelling
could be used to inform selection of POPCs (also discussed in §3.1.1 herein) and
derivation of post-closure EQCs.
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3.3 GNWT ENR Comment ID 91 – Hydrodynamic and Water Quality Model
Report, Stability of Generic Concentration Predictions
The GNWT recommended that: “De Beers clarify how the results displayed in Figure 5-2
regarding increasing concentrations Sump 3 and Sump 5 discharge into Snap Lake beyond 2050
relate to specific parameters such as nitrate and how this translates into long-term risk, site
monitoring and water management requirements at the site into the future (i.e. post-Closure
period)”. The response provided by De Beers in MVLWB (2019) is that the generic
concentrations are stabilizing and that “If the model simulation time were extended, based on the
modelled steady state of loads, concentrations in the lake are projected to remain below AEMP
benchmarks.”

3.3.1 Recommendation

De Beers has not provided sufficient evidence to support the assertion that generic
concentrations are stabilizing. De Beers should extend the prediction period to clearly
demonstrate an asymptote and optimize the presentation scale to show the concentration
asymptote. The predictions should acknowledge the attenuation in input terms over time.

4 Issues - At an Impasse
4.1 GNWT ENR Comment ID 102 – Nitrate AEMP Benchmark
Prior to the July Technical meeting, the GNWT recommended that: “De Beers demonstrate the
homogeneity of slopes used to derive the hardness adjustment (MVLWB, 2019, GNWT ENR
Comment ID 102). Failing that, the CCME (2012) guideline of 3.0 mg NO−
3 - N /L should be
adopted”. De Beers did not address this recommendation but did state that “The SSWQO
derivation methodology (including the evaluation of the homogeneity of the slopes for the
hardness adjustment) was reviewed by three parties (Nautilus Environmental, Rescan, and
Golder Associates; Rescan 2012) and the approach was considered valid”. A citation was
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provided for only one of these documents (Rescan, 2012). A review of this document shows that
homogeneity of slopes was not tested as requested.
4.1.1 Technical Meeting (July 17th, 2019) Request
During the technical meeting (July 17th, 2019) the following question was posed: “Is De Beers
able to address the explicit GNWT recommendation to demonstrate the homogeneity of slopes
used to derive the nitrate hardness adjustment (MVLWB, 2019, GNWT ENR Comment ID
102)?” De Beers stated that they will not provide additional information and that the nitrate
guideline has been approved.

4.1.2 Recommendation

The currently proposed nitrate guideline is based on a process that was rejected by CCME
(2012). Based on visual assessment of the data provided in Rescan (2012) it is likely that a
formal test of homogeneity of the slopes of the hardness-toxicity relationships would show that
slopes are not homogeneous. Thus, it is not possible to standardize data without inducing bias in
the SSD datapoints. CCME (2012) examined the slopes of various nitrate-hardness toxicity
relationships and concluded that “As a result, it was decided that the data could not be combined
in order to generate a pooled slope, and there would be no derivation of a hardness-dependent
long-term equation for use in hardness dependent long-term guideline derivation”. A defensible
recommendation is to use the Federally derived and peer reviewed nitrate guideline. The
importance of choosing a defensible nitrate benchmark is highlighted by the proximity of nitrate
predictions to the current AEMP nitrate benchmark (Golder 2019c, Figures 6-2 through 6-4).
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5 Issues – Additional Recommendations to GNWT
5.1 GNWT ENR Comment ID 70 – AEMP Design, Fish Tissue Monitoring
The GNWT recommended that: “fish tissue monitoring be continued on a three-year cycle until
low action levels are no longer triggered. The response provided by DeBeers in MVLWB (2019)
is that: “De Beers has committed to conducting a fish tissue monitoring program once during
closure. If there is still a low-action level trigger, then another program will be conducted. If a
low-action level is not triggered, further monitoring is not required”.

5.1.1 Recommendation

The cessation of fish tissue monitoring should also require that a statistically significant decrease
in trend is identified or, that primary exposure pathway (aqueous, food, sediment) concentrations
show statistically significantly decreasing trends.

5.2 GNWT ENR Comment ID 93 – Final Closure and Reclamation Plan,
Sediment Mercury
The GNWT recommended that: “that sediment analysis for mercury continue during the
closure/post-Closure period until such time that it is indicated mercury levels in Snap Lake are
no longer increasing (with due consideration of mercury trends in reference lakes)”. The
response provided by De Beers in MVLWB (2019) is that sediment sampling will occur in “the
next AEMP study (AEMP study design, Section 6.2.2)”. This sampling event will provide an
opportunity to further assess trends.

5.2.1 Recommendation

The GNWT should assess the temporal trend in sediment mercury when these data become
available.
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5.3 GNWT ENR Comment ID 104 – Final Closure and Reclamation Plan –
Monitoring, SNP and AEMP Monitoring Time Frame
GNWT ENR Comment ID 104 (MVLWB, 2019) recommended that: De Beers provide
additional rationale on the relatively short time period proposed for SNP and AEMP monitoring
in relation to the anticipated time of post-closure effects (e.g. 30 years, beyond 2050, etc.).” The
response provided by DeBeers in MVLWB (2019) states that loads are lower than during
Operations and that “The proposed length of time for monitoring is commensurate with potential
residual effects”. The purpose of monitoring is not only to assess residual effects but also to
verify that the many model predictions are correct.

5.3.1 Recommendation
It is strongly recommended that SNP monitoring accompany the “monitoring in Snap Lake that
will continue for three years or more, depending on when water quality concentrations have
stabilized or are decreasing” (Golder 2019e).

5.4 GNWT ENR Comment ID 107 – Assessing Compliance with Sulphate
Benchmark
GNWT ENR Comment ID 107 (MVLWB, 2019) recommended that: “De Beers outline how a
single sampling event can assess compliance with the proposed sulphate guideline. Further, the
response should discuss the sampling distribution and how sampling variability will be used to
adjust the BC MOE (2013) sulphate water quality guideline downward to accommodate the
discrepancy between the proposed sampling and the obligatory 30-day sampling requirement.”
The De Beers response is that “average concentrations at the edge of a mixing zone exceed 75%
of the BC MOE water quality guideline during any single sampling event and trigger a Low
Action Level, the response could include additional monitoring. Please also see response to
GNWT-ENR ID 70 and 165”.
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Golder (2019e, Table 5.1-1) indicates that a single sample will be collected during the open
water season and once every 3 years during the ice cover season. A single sampling event does
not comply with the requirements of the BC MOE (2013) sulphate water quality guideline. The
De Beers response to GNWT-ENR ID 70 (MVLWB, 2019) discusses two SNP locations which
also do not deal with temporal variability. The De Beers response to GNWT-ENR ID 165
(MVLWB, 2019) discusses reduction in loads over time and does not deal with temporal
variability. The De Beers response does not discuss how the obligatory 30-day sampling
requirement for the proposed BC MOE (2013) guideline will be met and is therefore
unacceptable.

5.4.1 Technical Meeting (July 17th, 2019) Request
During the technical meeting (July 17th, 2019) the following question was posed: “Can De Beers
discuss how a single sampling event can be used to assess compliance with the proposed BC
MOE (2013) sulphate guideline which has an obligatory 30-day sampling requirement?” De
Beers stated that they would avail themselves of provisos from BC MOE regarding compliance
with guidelines. These were reviewed. Although BC MOE (2013) does not speak to this issue
BC MOE (2018) states: “Long-term average (i.e. “chronic”) WQGs are intended to protect the
most sensitive species and life stage against sub-lethal and lethal effects for indefinite exposures.
An averaging period approach is used for these WQGs. This approach allows concentrations of a
substance to fluctuate above and below the guideline provided that the short-term maximum is
never exceeded and the long-term average is met over the specified averaging period (e.g. 5
samples in 30 days).

The averaging period for the long-term average WQG may differ depending on the substance
under investigation and is somewhat arbitrary. These averaging periods were chosen as
reasonable and practical durations to address long-term effects and to fit into monitoring
timetables for provincial agencies. Five samples are considered the minimum needed to calculate
the average; however, in some cases where the concentrations fluctuate widely in nature, more
than 5 samples may be necessary. On the other hand, if concentrations are uniform and rarely
exceed the long-term average guideline, less frequent monitoring may be justified. In this case,
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failure of any individual sample to meet the long-term average guideline would serve as an alert
signal to increase the monitoring frequency”.

5.4.2 Recommendation to ENR

De Beers committed to providing daily concentrations for sulphate at the Technical Meeting on
July 17th. These data were provided in the file
“Snap_Lake_Model_Sulphate_Results_Daily_August2019.xlsx” on August 23rd, 2019. The
maximum observed concentration in the data provided is 46.22 mg/L which is well below the
range of hardness – adjusted AEMP benchmarks (128 to 409 mg/L in Tables 5-1 and 5-2, Golder
2019c). As the predicted sulphate concentrations are low relative to hardness-adjusted
benchmarks, the proposed sampling approach is acceptable. However, if action level 1 is
triggered then more intensive sampling during the open water season will be required. This will
require a minimum of 5 samples / month as discussed in BC MOE (2018).

5.5 Composition of Underground Flow Path Water
Information request #3 from the July Technical hearing was driven by review of the flow paths
presented in Golder (2019d17, Table 3-3). In that document, Flow path 12 (seepage from
underground mine assumed to enter the bottom of Snap Lake) was not included as a COPC
source during the post-Closure period. Information Request # 3 was that: “De Beers provide a
3D model prediction to demonstrate the sensitivity to varying concentrations of WTP (water
treatment plant) residuals reporting to Snap Lake via the underground flow path during Closure
period”. The equation presented (De Beers 2019d, Equation IR.3) does not include a term for
underground water reporting to Snap Lake. It assumes that all water from the WMP and WTP
report to Snap Lake. Water from these two sources will mix with connate water or a
“minewater-connate water mixture” and then report to Snap Lake.

Based on flow monitoring data in 2018, 24 percent (%) of the water pumped to the underground
17

The same table (with the addition of flow path 14a) is presented in Golder (2019c).
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mine was from the WTP residuals and 76% was from WMP (De Beers 2019a, IR#3). The
modelling assumes that the ratio of WTP residuals and WMP estimated in 2018 remains
constant. This ratio should decrease over time as less water is treated. The results presented by
De Beers show that:
•

Under scenarios 3-5, total phosphorous concentrations will reach or exceed the AEMP

benchmark for total phosphorous at SNAP 03.
•

Under scenarios 4-5, total phosphorous concentrations will reach or exceed the AEMP

benchmark for total phosphorous at SNP 02-20e.

When using actual monitoring data, without mathematically increasing concentrations, De Beers
(2019a, Table 3-1, Scenario 1) shows that inputs to the bottom of Snap Lake are predicted to
exceed AEMP benchmarks for sulphate, nitrate, as N, total phosphorus, total aluminum, total
cobalt and total iron. Analytes which exhibit toxicity modifying factors for which AEMP
benchmarks exist and could be exceeded include chloride, nitrite as N and Cu. This is of concern
because adverse effects are expected for some aquatic species. It is not known where the
modelled discharge point is and consequently the degree of dilution leading to the reduction in
COPCs concentrations at SNAP 03 and SNP 02-20e (such that only total P exceedances are
noted for some scenarios). It is also not known to what extent this worst-case scenario (direct
reporting of WMP and RO (reverse osmosis) unit residuals to Snap Lake) deviates from actual
losses from the underground workings to Snap Lake. Three considerations for the simulation
conducted remain. These are:

1. If the WTP remains operational during closure, and, if the WTP residual COPC
concentrations are < those from the water management pond, predictions will be biased
downwards (i.e. too low) relative to the scenario where WMP concentrations are
increased in a simulation. WTP concentrations are lower than WMP concentrations for
total ammonia, total Al, total B, Cd, Cr, Co, Mn, Ni and Ag. This observation suggests
that simulations include the situation where WMP concentrations are varied.
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2. If the WTP remains operational during closure, and, if the WTP residual COPC
concentrations are > those from the water management plant and ratio of treated water to
water from the management pond increases, then predictions will be biased downwards
(i.e. too low).

3. If the WTP remains operational during closure, and, if the combined WTP residuals and
WMP COPC concentrations are > the “minewater-connate water mixture”, predictions
will be conservative; otherwise they will be too low.

The net benefit of treating water that does not meet EQCs and pumping the residuals to the
underground workings (with eventual, assumed displacement to Snap Lake) versus not treating
water and pumping water that does not meet EQCs to the underground workings (with eventual,
assumed displacement to Snap Lake) is not clear. If the former, there is a decreased volume but
increased concentration; in the latter there is an increased volume but decreased concentration.

4.1.1 Recommendations

In order to better understand the importance of this closure flow path it would be ideal if De
Beers could:


Provide the location or locations assumed to be the discharge point for the underground
flow path to Snap Lake; and,



Using the CMix concentrations presented in De Beers (2019d, Equation IR.3), provide
maps delimiting the areas in Snap Lake where predicted COPC concentrations exceed
AEMP benchmarks.



Consider simulations where the WMP concentrations are varied.



Discuss how the ratio of water treatment plant residuals and WMP volumes changes over
time if water treatment occurs during closure.
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Discuss the implications of using 100% WMP water that does not meet EQCs for the “no
treatment during closure” scenario proposed in Golder (2019c).

Given, the current position in the Water License amendment process and, in the absence of this
information GNWT should be aware that the predictions on the public record show that six
AEMP benchmarks which are intended to be protective of chronic effects in the receiving
environment will be exceeded and three AEMP benchmarks that vary with toxicity modifying
factors could be exceeded. Furthermore, GNWT should be aware that not all analytes for which
AEMP benchmarks exist were considered in De Beers (2019d, IR#3). Therefore, it is possible
that additional benchmarks would be exceeded. Given the number of AEMP benchmark
exceedances it is likely that adverse effects will occur during closure if collected surface water
pumped to the underground workings directly reports to Snap Lake. The spatial extent of effects
is unknown as is the potential dilutive effect of waters already within the underground workings.
Note that these effects may already have occurred during the extended care and maintenance
period but a dearth of monitoring data likely precludes assessing potential effects.

6 Modelling Uncertainty
Modelling uncertainty has not been comprehensively reviewed at this time. However, the
uncertainties encountered, during review of other issues, uncertainty are recorded below. At this
point, no recommendations are provided. The uncertainties noted serve to contextualize general
concerns with model predictions and, undue reliance on predictions.


Figures A-1 through A-41 (Golder 2019b) exhibit consistent and substantive
underprediction at Snap 29.
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There is a progression in the model’s underprediction of TDS at SNP 02-20e from 20162018 (Golder 2019b Figures A-42 through A-44). In 2018, there is almost a 50%
underprediction of TDS.



There is a progression in the model’s underprediction of TDS at Snap 08 from 2016-2018
(Golder 2019b Figures A-45 through A-47). In 2018, there is more than a 20%
underprediction of TDS.



There is a progression in the model’s underprediction of TDS at Snap 29 from 2016-2018
(Golder 2019b Figures A-48 through A-51). In 2018, there is approximately a 10%
underprediction of TDS.



There is a progression in the model’s underprediction of TDS at Snap 06 from 2016-2018
(Golder 2019b Figures A-51 through A-53). In 2018, there is approximately a 15%
underprediction of TDS.



A comparison of predicted 95th percentile concentrations at the edge of the mixing zone
in the Northwest Arm of Snap Lake Golder (2019c, Table 6-10) and Golder (2019d,
Table 7-7) show that predicted concentrations and AEMP benchmarks that rely on
toxicity modifying factors increase in Golder (2019c). Although not stated this may be a
carry-forward due to not treating water from the WMP during closure.



Demonstrated overprediction of the site water quality model predictions for TDS and
nitrate in the water management pond during 2019 are presented in §3.2, herein.
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Attachment B: Zajdlik & Associates Inc. – Discussions Regarding Snap
Lake Closure Water Quality Predictions – February 10, 2020.

Zajdlik & Associates Inc.

Memo
To:

Ms. L. Malone, GNWT ENR

From:

B. Zajdlik

cc:
Date:

February 10th, 2020

Re:

Discussions Regarding Snap Lake Closure Water Quality Predictions

Hello Laura,
Please find enclosed a summary of the discussion between B. Zajdlik (Zajdlik & Associates Inc.)
and A. Snow (Golder Associates Inc.) regarding water quality model predictions and analysis of
the most recent perimeter sump water quality for TDS and nitrate.
Perimeter sump data was updated following receipt of most recent sump water quality data
following the Public Hearing held on November 26 and 27, 2019. Quantile regression models
were fit to the augmented nitrate and TDS water quality data from perimeter sumps 1 through 5
inclusive, SNP 02-02 and the water management pond. These fitted models were presented via
a Skype presentation to A. Snow. There was agreement that nitrate and TDS concentrations in
water from all the locations presented above are decreasing after in general, 2017. There was
agreement that variability in water quality was also decreasing after 2017.
The difference between quantile regression models and water quality modelling predictions
presented by De Beers (Golder, 2019) at the public hearing was discussed. Dr. Zajdlik wanted
to confirm that his understanding of the water quality data used as input to the model and how
the water quality model calculated parameter concentrations was correct. There was agreement
that nitrate and TDS measurements (as summarized by the quantile regression models) are
diverging from the water quality model predictions in 2019 (based on the data available in
2019).
There was agreement that water quality model predictions for closure and post-closure would
better represent measured data if more recent data (i.e. data collected after the deposition of
processed kimberlite stopped) were used as input terms. Ms. Snow suggested that 2019 and

2020 data should be used. Dr. Zajdlik feels that a longer time series starting in 2019 would be
more appropriate.
Dr. Zajdlik discussed how the probability of exceeding the acute water quality guideline for the
protection of aquatic life from CCME (2012) of 124 mg N/L was estimated and that if, the
maximum average concentration of 60 mg nitrate (as N) / L was realized, that there was
approximately a 7% chance of exceeding 124 mg N/L. Ms. Snow pointed out that the variance
estimate used, reflected the period of processed kimberlite deposition in the North Pile and also
included data collected during ice cover periods and likely overestimated the variability of
closure and post-closure nitrate concentrations. Dr. Zajdlik agreed, and, after revisiting the
estimates provided using more relevant variance estimates, provided recommendations to the
Government of the Northwest Territories.
Barry Zajdlik, Principal
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MEMORANDUM
______________________________________________________________________________
DATE:
February 11, 2020
TO:

GNWT – ENR; Laura Malone

FROM:

Brodie Consulting Ltd; Lara Fletcher, M.A.Sc., P. Eng. (BC,NT/NU),
John Brodie, P. Eng. (BC,NT/NU)
Mavin Terra Solutions; Katie Jones M.Sc, P.Geo (BC,On), P.Chem (On)

SUBJECT:

DeBeers Snap Lake Mine Recommendations for Geochemical Characterization
and Management Plan for Closure
______________________________________________________________________________

1

INTRODUCTION

Government of Northwest Territories Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(GNWT) has contracted Brodie Consulting Ltd. (BCL) to provide technical support during the
proceedings for De Beers Water Licence (MV2019L2-004) and Land Use Permit
(MV2017D0032) application to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) for
final closure.
One of the topics that has been raised during the proceedings has been the presence of potentially
acid generating (PAG) waste rock in the North Pile and other surface areas. This topic was again
questioned during the Public Hearings and it became apparent that greater detail is required in De
Beers’ plans to manage and mitigate the risk that these materials present. It was recommended
during the Public Hearing that De Beers update the Acid/Alkaline Rock Drainage and
Geochemical Characterization Plan for closure. We note that Part F Condition 9 of the Draft
Water Licence is for the Licensee to submit to the Board, for approval, a revised Acid Rock
Drainage and Geochemical Characterization and Management Plan in accordance with the
requirements of Schedule 4, Condition 3.
This memo provides discussion and recommendations for GNWT to consider in preparation of
their Closing Arguments to the MVLWB for De Beers Water Licence application. The memo is
organized according to the following sections:


Section 2 - The quantity of PAG material in the North Pile, where it has been placed,
and other surface areas where PAG material exists.



Section 3 - Discussion of risk



Section 4 - Mitigation plans



Section 5 - Summary of recommendations

Input to this memo was provided by Katie Jones M.Sc, P.Geo (BC,On), P.Chem (On), of Mavin
Terra Solutions.
Brodie Consulting Ltd.
8627 Seascape Drive, West Vancouver, B.C. V7W 3J7
604-790-1853 email:mjohnbrodie@gmail.com; lara.f@telus.net

Snap Lake Mine
Geochemical Characterization and Management Plan for Closure
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POTENTIALLY ACID GENERATING MATERIAL IN THE NORTH
PILE AND OTHER SURFACE AREAS

2.1 NORTH PILE
This section of the memo outlines:


Ambiguity in the design criteria for where PAG material was to have been placed within
the North Pile (i.e. physical or chemical); and



Quantity and location of where PAG waste rock may have been placed and therefore to
what degree the design criteria has been, or has not been, achieved.

2.1.1
Design Criteria
Section 4.7.2.2 of Golder Associates North Pile Closure Cover Feasibility Design1 includes the
following:
During construction of the North Pile, PAG material was excluded from zones within 50 m
of the downstream toe of any perimeter embankment and 3 m from the expected ultimate
North Pile closure surface as per the design (Golder 2013a, 2014b). This was done so that
PAG materials would be isolated in zones of permanent freezing (emphasis added).
PAG material placed for the west perimeter embankment construction of the Starter and
East cells does not have this isolation. Material was placed here with the expectation that it
would be completely covered and interior to the North Pile once the West Cell was
constructed. PAG material was deposited as fill along the west perimeter embankment from
approximately 50 m south of the East Cell footprint to 50 m north of the Starter Cell
footprint.
In addition to the west perimeter embankment, construction records indicate PAG material
has been used for the North Pile facility in other areas. The delineation between PAG zones
and non-AG zones is not well established. Construction records show approximated
percentages of volume corresponding to the type of material placed for a given year
without delineation limits. All rib berms in the East Cell used PAG material for
construction, along with the coarse and grits fraction of PK and non-AG rockfill. The
quantity of PAG waste rock used in construction varied from 0% on the south embankment
at cell LF to 40% at various embankments and rib berms throughout the facility.
Section 4.0 of the Acid Rock Drainage Review2 states that:
The design was intended to reduce the potential for release of acidity by decreasing
potential oxygen influx and increasing the water flow path (thus increasing the potential for
internal buffering of any acidity produced), and to take advantage of eventual freezing
conditions to slow or eliminate oxidation reactions.

1

Golder, 2019. North Pile Closure Cover Feasibility Design - Design Basis and Criteria. November 15. Appendix A
of FCRP Appendix H North Pile Closure Design - Part 4
2
Golder Associates, 2019. North Pile Closure Cover Deign - Acid Rock Drainage Review. May 10. Appendix E of
FCRP Appendix H North Pile Closure Design - Part 4
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Section 4.4 of the Acid/Alkaline Rock Drainage and Geochemical Characterization Plan 3 states
that:
At closure, the surface facilities and any metavolcanic rock located in the North Pile will
be covered with a thick layer of fine-grained PK which will minimize the potential for
oxidation of the underlying material.
Each of the above three quoted sections were extracted from different documents. They suggest
reliance on different mitigation and design criteria for environmental protection such as:
encapsulation in permafrost, buffering, or reducing oxidation by reducing oxygen influx.
In summary, as a consequence of premature closure, PAG material was placed in areas of the
North Pile that are closer to the surface than was designed for, and not covered by a "thick layer
of fine grained PK". Further, some of the areas that PAG waste rock may have been placed are
proposed for use as construction materials for the closure cover or may be dozed or excavated
during construction. This may result in increased exposure or distribution of PAG waste rock.
2.1.2
Quantity and Placement of PAG Materials in North Pile
This section provides De Beers’ description of the approximate quantity and placement location
of PAG material within the North Pile.
In response to IR#104 of the Technical Session De Beers provided the total quantity of all
material placed within the North Pile. This is shown in Table 1 below, which has been extracted
from Table 10-1 of IR#10. The placement location of PAG material in the North Pile was
provided in Table 10-2 of IR#10, which has been extracted and shown as Table 2 below.
Table 1. Total Quantity of Material in the North Pile (2005 to 2015). Extracted from De
Beers Technical Session IR#10.

3

De Beers, 2013. Acid/Alkaline Rock Drainage and Geochemical Characterization Plan
De Beers Canada Inc. 2019. Technical Session (July 16 to 18, 2019) Information Request Responses - Snap Lake
Water License (MV2019L2-0004) Application and Final Closure and Reclamation Plan
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Table 2. Tonnage and Placement of Metavolcanics by Year of Operations (2005 to 2015).
Extracted from De Beers Technical Session IR#10.

Based on the quantities shown in Table 1:


Processed kimberlite constitutes approximately 74% of the total quantity



Metavolcanic waste rock constitutes approximately 14% of the total quantity



Of the metavolcanic, 15% is characterized as PAG



Of the total quantity of material, 2% is characterized as PAG metavolcanic.

According to Table 2, a portion of PAG metavolcanic waste rock was placed in the north and
west Starter Cell embankment each year from 2005 to 2009. The table does not make reference to
PAG metavolcanic having been placed in the East Cell embankments other than internal, nor the
West Cell divider dyke that was partially constructed. No information has been provided as to
how much of the materials placed early in the mine life was subsequently covered with
embankment or rib berm raises, or deposition of PK.
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We note the following discrepancies or uncertainties between the information provided in the
Tables 1 and 2 above, and other documents:


In the Notes and Assumptions of Table 2, it is stated that "PAG based on overall
proportion acid generating using ABA data". It isn't clear whether this is an annual
proportion, or overall proportion from all metavolcanic samples. However, according to
Section 3.3 of the Geochemistry Review5 (Appendix K of the Final Closure and
Reclamation), 31% of all metavolcanic samples had NP:AP ratios less than 2 (about
double the 15% calculated from Table 1). This would suggest that the quantities
provided in Table 1 and Table 2 could then be under represented by a factor of 2.



During operations PAG and Non-AG metavolcanic waste rock was not segregated and
Annual Water Licence Reports did not necessarily distinguish between total amounts of
rock (e.g. 2008 report), whether the rock reported as PAG was tested and characterized
as PAG (e.g. 2010 report) or may even have been reported incorrectly (e.g. 2009 report).
Regardless, we had difficulty reconciling the quantities reported in the Annual WL
reports with the quantities reported in Table 2 above.



The carbonate NP is generally significantly lower than the Sobek NP and it is uncertain
how this would impact the effective NP in field conditions.



Section 6 of the Acid/Alkaline Rock Drainage and Geochemical Characterization Plan6
states that "for ease of operational implementation, a sulphide sulphur cut-off of 0.17%
is the preferred operational criterion for geochemical classification". It is unclear how or
if the sulphide sulphur cut-off of 0.17% has been incorporated into the classification of
PAG in Tables 1 and 2 or in Annual Reports.



An area of 13, 224 m2 of metavolcanic waste rock on the surface of the Starter Cell
south embankment is identified as Area 6 in Figure 7 of the Appendix K - Geochemistry
Review. Whereas Section 5.0 if the Geochemistry Review states that the south
embankment at Cell LF contains 0% PAG waste rock and none of the areas identified in
Table 1 and Table 2 include the Starter Cell south embankment.

2.2 OTHER AREAS
Appendix K - Geochemistry Review of the FCRP identified additional areas where metavolcanic
rock exists on surface. Table 3 (reproduced below from that report) includes each of these areas.
It isn't clear from this table whether the estimated volume requiring relocation is the total quantity
of metavolanic rock in that area or whether some amount will still be remaining. It should be
noted that Area 6 is actually on the North Pile southwest embankment and therefore is discussed
above.

5

Golder Associates, 2018. Snap Lake Closure - Geochemistry Review. Appendix K of the FCRP
De Beers, 2013. Acid/Alkaline Rock Drainage and Geochemical Characterization Plan
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Table 3. Approximate Areas and Volumes of metavolcanic waste rock at surface (extracted
from Table 7: Approximate Volumes Required for Relocation and Cover for Metavolcanic
Rock)

3

RISK

Golder's assessment of the North Pile chemical stability7 includes the following:
Small amounts of metavolcanic rock were mined over a long period of time as identified in
the annual reports (e.g. De Beers 2018) and resulted in blended material, often mixed with
granite or containing kimberlite. It is possible that small pockets of metavolcanic rock may
have some acid-generating potential; however, when considering the overall distribution of
metavolcanic rock within the North Pile, kinetic test results (De Beers 2002), and
deposition history, it is unlikely that any acidity from the rock within the North Pile will be
released. Nevertheless, it is prudent to include some mitigation as described in Section 5.
In addition, Section 4.0 of the North Pile Closure Cover Design - Acid Rock Drainage Review8
states:
Although materials in the west perimeter embankment may remain in the active zone and
undergo freeze-thaw cycles, a review of the ROM geochemical data collected on the
7

Golder Associates, 2018. Snap Lake Closure - Geochemistry Review (FCRP Appendix K)
Golder Associates, 2019. North Pile Closure Cover Deign - Acid Rock Drainage Review. May 10. Appendix E of
FCRP Appendix H North Pile Closure Design - Part 4
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metavolcanic and granite samples that were handled as PAG rock indicates that these
materials overall are non-AG with excess neutralizing potential.
The data indicate that vertical seepage through this material within the North Pile will not
be able to produce appreciable acidity (due to the excess internal buffering capacity within
the blended waste rock, and relative to the substantial excess buffering capacity of the
surrounding PK) even if all of the sulphide minerals were to oxidize in a short time frame.
For the west perimeter embankment, similar calculations show that oxidation and vertical
seepage through this material will not be able to produce appreciable acidity internally
within the blended waste rock even if all of the sulphide minerals were to oxidize in a short
time frame.
However, our concern is also for elevated concentrations of parameters that may result from
localized acidic conditions in the North Pile or other surface areas, even if the acidic drainage is
buffered but some parameters remain mobile. PAG waste rock exists nearer the surface of the
North Pile than was designed for or may be exposed as a result of construction. Of which the
quantity and location appears uncertain. All practicable measures should be used to mitigate this
potential source of loading.
As per the first quote of this section, Golder also recommended additional mitigation. Though as
described in the next section we have some concerns for the adequacy of what has been proposed.
Further, for the mitigation that De Beer does have planned, details for identification, sampling,
and management are currently lacking.

4

MITIGATION

De Beers has proposed the following measures to mitigate risk:


To not use PAG materials in cover construction, and that the transition layer of the cover
is also to be non-AG and chemically stable (De Beers response to SLEMA Comment
#49 and Construction Specification 9.2.4 provided as Appendix B of the North Pile
Closure Cover Detailed Design10).



The final closure design maintains the design criteria for PAG material to be excluded
from within 3 m from the expected ultimate closure surface. For example, Construction
Specifications 5.3.2 and 6.3.4 read:
Where rib berm material is comprised of PAG (metavolcanics or high sulphide
granite rockfill), the final placement of this material shall be at a location at least 3
m deep below the final top-of-grade cover surface elevation, unless geochemical
testing or other validation has been carried out to demonstrate to the satisfaction of
the CQA official and Owner's Representative that the material is non-acid
generating. This demonstration will normally require laboratory testing of
representative samples.

9

De Beers Canada Inc. 2019. Snap Lake Water Licence (MV2019L2-0004) Application and Final Closure and
Reclamation Plan - Response to Interventions.
10
Golder Associates, 2019. Construction Specifications. Appendix B of North Pile Closure Cover Detailed Design
Snap Lake Mine. March 12
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The design basis for 3 m is not provided in the documents reviewed. If the intent is to
limit the depth of the active layer to 3 m this will depend upon the composition (grain
size primarily) of the overlying material.


De Beers proposed mitigation measure for the west perimeter embankment is to place a
toe berm of PK (approximately 1 m in thickness extending 3 m laterally) at the base of
any seepage faces to supply excess buffering capacity in this area. While this may be
effective is buffering acidic drainage, it will be less effective in reducing concentrations
of those parameters that are mobile in neutral conditions. Further, the long-term
availability of NP in the toe berm is uncertain.



De Beers’ proposed mitigation for other areas on site containing metavolcanic waste
rock is to relocate the metavolcanic rock to the North Pile "to the extent practicable" and
cover the remaining metavolcanic rock with 0.5 m to 1 m of granite. It isn't clear what
term "to the extent practicable" would be limited by, and nor is it clear if the volume
included in Table 7 as requiring relocation is all of the estimated volume in that location
or only a portion of it. We do not consider it likely that covering PAG waste rock with 1
m of granite will have any mitigative value.

BCL recommends that mitigation measures are improved and has the following
recommendations:


The Construction Specifications that apply to excavated rib berm material should also
apply to re-grading of the west perimeter embankment (or any other re-grading). That is,
where embankment material comprised of PAG waste rock is encountered during regrade, then it be removed and placed in an area designated for PAG waste rock.



Where PAG waste rock is known to be at surface of the North Pile, for example along
the Starter Cell south embankment identified as Area 6 in Appendix K - Geochemistry
Review, then relocate that material to an area designated for PAG waste rock.



Similarly, for other surface areas identified in Appendix K - Geochemistry Review as
containing PAG waste rock, relocate all of it to designated areas in the North Pile.

4.1

ARD AND GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
PLAN
Although De Beers have made several commitments to not use PAG waste rock for certain areas
of the North Pile closure construction and site, the details are not very clear as to how De Beers
actually plans to identify and manage PAG waste rock. De Beers has indicated that the existing
ARD and Geochemical Characterization Plan for use during operations is no longer suitable11.
Therefore, it is recommended that the Plan be revised for closure, and that this should include:


A comprehensive synthesis of the geochemistry of the site. For a closure document, it
should not be necessary to refer to EA documents from 2002, and various Appendices
and Water Licence reports. The Plan should include:
o

11

Detailed discussion and interpretation of all the available mineralogy, static test
results and kinetic test results for each rock type.

De Beers Canada Inc. 2019. Snap Lake Water Licence (MV2019L2-0004) Application and Final Closure and
Reclamation Plan - Response to Interventions
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o

An assessment of the potential for acidic, neutral or alkaline drainage from the
North Pile or other areas. Any calculations in support of the conclusions of the
geochemical assessment should be provided.

o

A review of water quality trends from seepage surveys, sump monitoring, and
SNP monitoring. Particularly for parameters that would be indicative of sulphide
oxidation.

o

A discussion of lag time (delayed time to onset of acidic conditions in PAG
material). For example, Section 3.3 of Appendix K - Geochemistry Review states
that runoff from the metavolcanic rock at the bulk sample mine rock pad
monitored at SNP 02-05 remained non-acidic over the 14 year monitoring period
between 2003 to 2017. However, the expected lag time of this material is not
described in the information presented and therefore it is unknown if this
material was expected to develop net acidic conditions over that timeframe.



An estimate of PAG material that conservatively resolves any discrepancies in the
quantities, or placement location, of PAG material in the North Pile. If known, it would
assist in the evaluation of risk if records were reviewed to determine if some of the PAG
waste rock placed in early years was subsequently covered with dam raises and
deposited PK.



Details of the sampling method, testing and reporting which De Beers will use to assure
the planned management of PAG material is achieved. This must also be applicable to
dozing or excavation of materials already within embankments and rib berms. De Beers’
responses to Interventions seem to suggest that only new material used for construction
will be tested (which we believe to be inadequate). The North Pile Closure Cover
Construction Quality Assurance Plan12 should be consistent with the Geochemical
Characterization and Management Plan.



The basis for the 3 m from the ultimate closure surface design criteria for PAG material
placement (i.e. a discussion of what it is intended to achieve).



Material specifications for use in the cover over PAG waste rock (i.e. fines
content/moisture content to control saturation or thaw depth? NP? etc.).



Identification of a designated location (or locations) for final placement of PAG
materials. This needs to consider sequencing so that if any PAG materials are
encountered during that latter stages of closure they too can be placed according to
design.

The previous three bullets may be better suited to the Design and Construction Plans (Part E
Condition 8 of the Draft Water Licence) or the North Pile Management Plan (Part F Condition 7
of the Draft Water Licence).
4.2 WATER QUALITY MODELING
In order to further evaluate the environmental risk due to PAG materials within the North Pile it
would be valuable to place bounds on the potential impacts of those materials on water quality in
Snap Lake.

12

Golder Associates Ltd. 2018. North Pile Closure Cover Construction Quality Assurance Plan. March 11.
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BCL previously recommended that a source term for PAG materials should be incorporated into
future iterations of the site water quality model if monitoring indicates that some ARD is
contributing to loading13. However, given the uncertainty regarding how much PAG waste rock
could potentially contribute to future loading, it is now recommended that a sensitivity analysis
should be completed as part of the evaluation of the Geochemical Characterization and
Management Plan.
It is recommended that the model predictions include sensitivity analyses for loadings associated
with localized acidic conditions within the pile. The sensitivity model should consider two time
frames:
1.

A near term analysis that accounts for loadings associated with localized acidic conditions
discharged to the existing high concentrations of contaminants in Snap Lake with predictions
compared to AEMP benchmarks; and

2.

A longer term scenario that accounts for delayed onset of localized acidic conditions within
the pile at a time when (or if) AEMP benchmarks are lower due to the lake having been
flushed.

4.3 SEEPAGE SURVEYS
We support GNWT's recommendation that seepage surveys continue while other closure and
post-closure water quality monitoring is being carried out. It is recognized that De Beers has
plans to monitor water quality at each of the Influent Storage Ponds (ISPs). However, given the
amount of dilution that De Beers is expecting in the ISPs, the ability to detect trends and identify
the source will be diminished.

5

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

In summary, to further evaluate the risk that the presence of PAG waste rock in the North Pile
poses to water quality and to reduce this risk to as low as reasonably practicable, the following
recommendations have been made:

13



Submit a revised ARD and Geochemical Characterization and Management Plan for
review that includes the details described in section 4.1.



Complete a site water quality model sensitivity analysis with a source term for PAG
waste rock.



Continue seepage surveys while other closure and post-closure water quality monitoring
is being carried out.

Brodie Consulting Ltd. 2019. Review of De Beers Snap Lake Mine 2019 Final Closure and Reclamation Plan.
Report prepared for GNWT. September 27
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